
White Glossary

The purpose of “White Glossary” is to provide a list of terms, expressions and their
definitions from a White perspective, that will be useful in our battle against our enemy

and the enemy of humanity, namely organized jewry, and its genocidal plans against
Whites, in particular.

 

Please assist by contributing. Entries may range from the academic to the humorous, just
make sure it is pro-White and useful!

Thanks — KATANA.
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DEFINITIONS
 

 

A
 

ad hominem

Latin for “to the man.” An arguer who uses ad hominems attacks the person instead of the
argument. Whenever an arguer cannot defend his position with evidence, facts or reason,
he or she may resort to attacking an opponent either through: labeling, name calling,
offensive remarks and anger.

Submitted by: katana — Sep 13, 2017

 

ad homonem

Trying to win an argument by wrongly accusing your opponent of being a homosexual, a
flaming faggot, etc.

Source: katana, Sep 13, 2017

 

ADL

The so-called, “Anti-Defamation League“. An American based jewish hate
organization that promotes jewish interests and persecutes anyone who criticizes jewish
influence and/or criminality.

Submitted by: katana, Jul 29, 2017.

 

adverts, rules

The jewish controlled Western media increasingly enforce these rules for advertisements:

– Be sure to feature two or more races enjoying themselves (and the advertiser’s
product) together.
– Cast the darker races in the superior, or more intellectual, role, while White males
should be shown as inferiors, dimwits, etc., and White females shown as fawning over
dark men.
– Avoid showing stereotypical jewish-looking actors in advertisements, even in a
positive light. Do not risk exposing the tribe!
– Homosexuality is wonderful! Show men holding hands with other men, women with
women, etc.
– Transgenderism is wonderful! Show men and women who have “transgendered”,
with surgery and hormone therapy, etc.
– Sexual degeneracy of any kind is wonderful! Show deviant sexually behavior of any
and all kinds, etc., as the new normal.
– Single parents households are heroic, and the new normal.
– Turn tradition on its head. Single-race family celebrations are outdated. ‘Holiday’
celebrations should showcase multi-racial gatherings.
– More?

Source: Pictish, Stormfront, Nov 22, 2017

 

affirmative action

Giving non-Whites, especially blacks, special handouts, privileges, and promotions just for
being black. Instituted by organized jewry to harm Whites and promote jewish interests.

 

Submitted by: katana, Aug 21, 2017.

 

agency

The capacity to act of one’s own volition within a society. A dark secret of Western
Civilization is that it largely separates AGENCY from the public, while championing its
equal distribution.

Source: TRS Lexicon, Sept 30, 2017.

AIPAC

The “American Israel Political Action Committee”. A jewish supremacist organization that
through bribes and blackmail, “owns” the American political system to promote the
interests of Organized jewry and Israel at the expense of all non-jews. Also known as, “the
lobby”.

Source: katana, Sept 13, 2017.

 

ANCAP

Anarcho-Capitalist, Anarchist-Capitalist. A formerly edgy ideology many in the TRS [The
right Stuff] fold passed through before becoming full Fash.

Source: TRS Lexicon, Sept 30, 2017.

 

anime

Anime images are widely used as a part of the aesthetic of the Alt- Right. This is in part
due to the fact that many people within the Alt- Right genuinely enjoy watching Anime, as
it is viewed as a form of video entertainment which exists outside of the corrosive cultural
norms created and promoted by the Jews who dominate the Western entertainment
media.

It is also used ironically by many who may not necessarily watch much Anime, because it
is funny to associate hardcore racism and a love for Adolf Hitler with cute cartoons. This
serves to take the edge off the portrayal of anyone who questions the ethnic cleansing of
Whites as evil.

It is also notable that Japan is generally viewed very positively as a nation and a people
throughout the Alt-Right, due to their relatively high culture and their passion for
defending it.

Source: The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

antifa

A combination of “anti” and “fascist”. Used to describe useful idiots that like to protest
against “the man” while actually unwittingly working for “the man”.

Source: katana, Sep 6, 2017.

 

anti-semite

(1) Someone that jews do not like.

 

 

(2) Someone who understands the harm that jews inflict on non-jews.

(3) The “truth“.

(4) An “anti-semite” used to mean someone who hates Jews. Now it means someone
whom the Jews hate.  — L.A. Rollins

Submitted by: katana, Jul 31, 2017.

 

anti-semitism

(1) “Antisemitism is a disease. You catch it from jews.” — Edgar J Steele

(2) “Anti-Semitism is nothing but the antagonistic attitude produced in the non-jew by
the Jewish group. 
The jewish group has thrived on oppression and on the antagonism it has forever met in
the world… 
the root cause is their use of enemies they create in order to keep solidarity…”
— Albert Einstein, quoted in Collier’s Magazine, November 26, 1938

Submitted by: katana, Jul 31, 2017.

 

austiste

An autistic person who has elevated their place on the spectrum to a work of art.

Source: TRS Lexicon, Sept 30, 2017.

 

B
 

Babs

Barbara Lerner Spectre (born ca. 1942) is a US-born jewish woman living in
Stockholm who is famous for saying on camera that jews are at the center of causing White
genocide. It’s unknown why she said this. The spreading of what she said helped red-pill
many people.

Most of her family lives in Israel, which is a racial apartheid state. Although she supports
demographic genocide of all White countries, she supports Israel as a jewish-only state.

She is head of Paideia – The European Institute for Jewish Studies in Sweden, an
organisation funded by the Swedish government and the (((Wallenberg Foundation))).

Spectre gained infamy amongst European resistance activists across the world, from her
interview with IBA-News, a zionist media outlet in occupied Palestine. In the interview she
admitted that Jews are at the center of the cultural and demographic genocide that
Cultural Marxists and Globalists are doing to Europe. She oddly said Europe needs this
transformation, when multiculturalism simply would destroy the society and people of
Europe.

After the interview became a viral video, the Israeli Broadcasting Authority began filing
copyright claims to remove the video from YouTube to hide what she said:

“I think there’s a resurgence of antisemitism because at this point in time
Europe has not yet learned how to be multicultural, and I think we’re going
be part of the throes of that transformation, which must take place. Europe
has not yet learned how to be multicultural. Europe is not going to be the
monolithic societies that they once were in the last century. Jews are going to
be at the center of that. It’s a huge transformation for Europe to make. They
are now going into a multicultural mode, and jews will be resented because
of our leading role. But without that leading role, and without that
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of our leading role. But without that leading role, and without that
transformation, Europe will not survive.”

— Barbara Lerner Spectre, IBA-News, 2010.

Source: http://en.rightpedia.info/w/Barbara_Spectre

 

bagelian dialectic

Ultimately the same as the Hegelian Dialectic, but more honest and truthful as to who
is doing it.

Bagel logic: One instance is in the Talmud where it says the goyim are cows and further
down it says, goyim “do it with cows“. This is an attempt to make 2 insults and is really
only one. The attempt to make a pretzel, but ends up as a bagel [a popular jewish food].
https://melgibstein.wordpre…

Submitted by: tony hayers, Jul 29, 2017.

 

BAME

Black, Asian, and Minority Ethnic. Used to refer to people in the UK who are not
White.
NOTE: In Britain, the word “Asian” most frequently refers to people of South Asian
ancestry (Pakistanis, Indians, Bangladeshis and Sri Lankans). In US usage, “Asian” is used
primarily to refer to people of East Asian origin, such as Chinese, Korean, Japanese, etc.

Submitted by: katana, Jun 17, 2020.

 

Bane

Bane is the villain from the film The Dark Knight Rises, the final installment of
Christopher Nolan’s Batman trilogy.

The film, while aesthetically beautiful, was written by a Jew, with the villain Bane in many
ways embodying the Jewish nightmare of fascism. The Alt-Right has adopted this
character as a secondary mascot because of his character as a strongman, taking down an
oppressive liberal-democratic system and attempting to establish an authoritarian-
populist social order.

Other villains from popular Jewish-produced culture are also sometimes used within the
Alt-Right meme culture for the same reason.

Source: The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

bankster

A combination of “bank” and “gangster”. Code word for a jewish or shabbos goy banker
working for the Jew World Order.

Source: katana, Sep 6, 2017.

 

basketball American

African-American male not currently in jail.

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Jul 30, 2017.

 

beaner

 

(1) A deragotory word for a Mexican. It has no relation to the Mexican’s way of entry into
the United States. It could even apply to a hispanic individual who is an American born
citizen.

A word of caution: Don’t let a Mexican catch you calling him a beaner, even if he was
just talking smack about you in Spanish. If he catches you, you’ll have to fight him. (And
his 12 cousins)

(2) A person of Mexican decent who picks beans for a living and uses the ridiculous
amounts of protein to train for jumping over the US border which is every beaner’s dream.

Source: Urban Dictionary

 

 

benefit of the snout

A play on the phrase, “benefit of the doubt“. An expression used to concede that the person
concerned is likely a jew, based upon, among other incriminating behaviour, their jewish
looking nose.

Source: tony hayers, Oct 13, 2017.

 

BLM

Black Lies/lives Matter. Anti-White activist/anarchist groups pushing for handouts
and freedom from law and order for blacks.

Submitted by: katana, Jun 17, 2020.

 

BPLSWPL

“Black People Like Stuff White People Like.” A Black SWPL. A liberal, white presenting
Black hipster *********. Pronounced “BippleSwipple.”
See: SWPL [Stuff White People Like]

Source: TRS Lexicon, Sept 30, 2017.

 

 

bull dyke

A scary, masculine lesbian whom almost all normal males would never want to be with.

They usually have butch haircuts and dress as un-femininely as possible (suits, flannel
shirts, and UPS uniforms are popular choices). They almost NEVER wear makeup, and
they often talk in deep, manly voices.

Bull dykes typically play the role of the male during lesbian relationships, and usually seek
out “lipstick lesbians” as partners rather than other bull dykes.

“Rosie O’Donnel is a hardcore bull dyke.”

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Bo Bubba B. August 06, 2006

 

 

C
 

camel jockey

A derogatory term to describe someone of Arabian heritage. For instance:

“I swear to God that fucking camel jockey looks like he’s going to blow up
the place.”

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Jack Mihauf July 10, 2008

 

campus

A place where brainwashed professors brainwash students with jewish anti-White
ideology. Reinforced by the same types in the mass media, in a vicious cycle of self-
replication.

Submitted by: katana, Oct 28, 2017.

 

 

capitalization of “White” and “jew”

Always capitalize “White” when referring to people of European descent. Also, as a
symbolic protest against organized jewry’s genocidal war against Whites, don’t capitalize
“jew” or any of its variations (exceptions can be made for beginning a sentence, etc.).

Source: Age of Treason, Jul 7, 208.

Submitted by: katana, Oct 8, 2017.

 

Captain Sweden

A European with “suicidal” tendencies.

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Jul 30, 2017.

 

Celtic Swastika pie

A delicious pie, best served hot from the oven!

 

Source: Zoo Keeper, Nov 7, 2017.

 

censorship

How organised jewry prevents the truth of their criminality from getting out.

Source: katana, Oct 29, 2017.

 

chicken SwasTikka

Also known as “Chicken Chow Mein Kampf“. A delicious chicken dish. Best presented on
one large White plate on a red tablecloth. Requires two chickens. Serves four or less,
depending on size of chickens.

Sauce: tony hayers, Sep 15, 2017.

 

chutzpah

[pronounced with a silent “c”]

A Yiddish word derives from the Hebrew word ḥutspâ, meaning “insolence“, “cheek” or
“audacity“.

1. unmitigated effrontery or impudence; gall.
2. audacity; nerve.

Chutzpah amounts to a total denial of personal responsibility, that renders others
speechless and incredulous, one cannot quite believe that another person totally lacks
common human traits like remorse, regret, guilt, sympathy and insight.

In Hebrew, chutzpah is used indignantly, to describe someone who has overstepped the
boundaries of accepted behavior. In traditional usage, the word expresses a strong sense of
disapproval, condemnation and outrage.

Leo Rosten in The Joys of Yiddish defines chutzpah as “gall, brazen nerve, effrontery,
incredible ‘guts'”, presumption plus arrogance such as no other word and no other
language can do justice to”. In this sense, chutzpah expresses both strong disapproval and
condemnation. In the same work, Rosten also defines the term as:

“That quality enshrined in a man who, having killed his mother and father,
throws himself on the mercy of the court because he is an orphan“.

Chutzpah amounts to a total denial of personal responsibility, which renders others
speechless and incredulous … one cannot quite believe that another person totally lacks
common human traits like remorse, regret, guilt, sympathy and insight. The implication is
at least some degree of psychopathy in the subject, as well as the awestruck amazement of
the observer at the display.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chutzpah

 

coal-burner

White girls that only fuck black guys. Derived from a locomotive engine. She has to have
black coal shoveled into her constantly to keep her hot!

“That babydoll Darla is a straight-up Coal Burner!“

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Lamayng August 20, 2006

 

cohencidence

Combines “Cohen“, a very jewish family name with “coincidence“. Used to describe an
apparent “coincidence” that “just happens” to benefit jews.

Submitted by: tony hayers, Jul 29, 2017.

 

communism

Communism was not created by the masses to overthrow the (((bankers))), Communism
was created by the (((bankers))) to overthrow and enslave the masses.

“You must understand. The leading Bolsheviks who took over Russia were
not Russians. They hated Russians. They hated Christians. Driven by ethnic
hatred they tortured and slaughtered millions of Russians without a shred of
human remorse. The October Revolution was not what you call in America
the “Russian Revolution.” It was an invasion and conquest over the
Russian people. More of my countrymen suffered horrific crimes at their
bloodstained hands than any people or nation ever suffered in the entirety of
human history.

It cannot be understated. Bolshevism was the greatest human slaughter of all
time.

The fact that most of the world is ignorant of this reality is proof that the
global media itself is in the hands of the perpetrators.”

“We cannot state that all Jews are Bolsheviks. But: without Jews there would
have been no Bolshevism. For a Jew nothing is more insulting than the truth.
The blood maddened Jewish terrorists murdered sixty-six million in Russia
from 1918 to 1957.”

Source: Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn (1918-2008), Nobel-Prize-winning novelist, historian
and victim of Jewish Bolshevism.

 

concern troll

A person who posts on a blog thread, in the guise of “concern,” to disrupt dialogue or
undermine morale by pointing out that posters and/or the site may be getting themselves
in trouble, usually with an authority or power. They point out problems that don’t really
exist. The intent is to derail, stifle, control, the dialogue. It is viewed as insincere and
condescending.

A concern troll on a blog might write:

“I don’t think it’s wise to say things like that because you might get in trouble
with the government.“

Or:

“This controversy is making your side look disorganized.“

Source: Urban Dictionary — by thevineyard April 27, 2007

 

coonmunity

A community of coons.

Submitted by: tony hayers, Jul 29, 2017.

 

cosmopolitan

A jjew

Submitted by: katana, Aug 6, 2017.

 

cuck

(1) Another meme that the media has paid attention to, “Cuck” is short for “cuckold,”
which is a man whose wife is cheating on him or a sexual fetish (and porn genre) involving
a White man who enjoys seeing his wife have sex with Black men.

“Cuck” (or “Cuckservative,” if one is referring to a cuck who identifies as “conservative”) is
applied to Whites who relish in giving away the resources of their people to foreigners. The
term applies to Whites who support mass immigration, support Black Lives Matter or
support Israel.

Source: The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

(2) Short for “Cuckold.” A Cuckold is a man who is unknowingly raising his wife’s lover’s
children as his own. Cuck is in general an epithet for a weak man, and a decent substitute
for “******.”

Source: TRS Lexicon, Sept 30, 2017.

 

cuckcore

A left wing music genre.

Submitted by: red, Jul 30, 2017.

 

curry muncher

(1) A person of Indian or Sri Lakan decent who basically smells, breathes & permeates the
curry spices through every unblocked pore and vessel in their being. To encounter one of
these is really quite simple; they are everwhere but you’re guaranteed to meet one in a taxi,
7-11, doctors surgery or anywhere where freebies are being handed out.

“Little Johnny had an arm wrestle with little Sanjeev (aka Curry Muncher) and
afterwards whilst at home he complainned to his mum asking: “Mummy, why are
my hands this orange/yellow color and smell so much?“

Source: Urban Dictionary — by cimzog August 24, 2009

(2) A person of generally southern Asian descent. An ethnic slur used primarily within
Commonwealth countries, it may be considered derogatory and offensive if intended
towards people of such origins. The main meaning of the term stems from the description
of supposed odours that are emanated from a person after heavy consumption of spice or
curry-based food substances due to the presence of aromatic organic compounds in sweat.
… and as the mother and her daughter sat down at the bench, the little girl suspected
something had gone terribly wrong with the air she was breathing.

“Mummy, where’s that yucky smell coming from? I’m scared… and I can’t
breathe!“, the girl squealed.

Concerned that she would die of asphyxia, her mother quickly looked
around and in a glance had found the culprit.

“Oh, I’m so sorry my dear. It’s seems to be coming from that curry muncher
sitting next to you.“

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Paul_898 January 08, 2010

 

 

D
 

Daily Stormer, the

A satirical pro-White, anti-jjew, extremely popular website run by Andrew Anglin that
emphazised extreme views attractive to those sick and tired of our jjew run world.
Although getting millions of visitors each month, it was loved and reviled within the White
nationalist movement, with some calling it a Fed run site, while others calling it a work of
great propaganda.

The name of the website is inspired from Julius Streicher’s Der Stürmer, a pro
National Socialist German newspaper appealing to the masses.

Currently (as of late Aug 2017) banned from the open internet.

Andrew Anglin’s personal blog is here: Andrew Anglin

Submitted by: katana, Sept 4, 2017.
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democracy

A country controlled by jews.

Source: Ezra Pound

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Jul 30, 2017.

 

denier, holocau$t

(1) Someone who denies that the fictional “Holocau$t” ever happened in real life.

(2) Someone who dares to question whether even a part of the fictional “Holocau$t” ever
happened in real life.

Source: katana, Aug 31, 2017

(3) HOLOCAUST DENIERS AND PUBLIC MISINFORMATION

Holocaust denial and minimization or distortion of the facts of the Holocaust is a form of
antisemitism.

Holocaust deniers ignore the overwhelming evidence of the event and insist that the
Holocaust is a myth, invented by the Allies, the Soviet communists, and the Jews for their
own ends. According to the deniers’ “logic” the Allies needed the “Holocaust myth” to
justify their occupation of Germany in 1945 and the “harsh” persecution of Nazi
defendants. Holocaust deniers also claim that Jews needed the “Holocaust myth” to
extract huge payments in restitution from Germany and to justify the establishment of the
State of Israel. Holocaust deniers claim that there is a vast conspiracy involving the
victorious powers of World War II, Jews, and Israel to propagate the Holocaust for their
own ends.

Holocaust deniers assert that if they can discredit one fact about the Holocaust, the whole
history of the event can be discredited as well. They ignore the evidence of the historical
event and make arguments that they say negate the reality of the Holocaust in its entirety.

Some Holocaust deniers argue that, since there is neither a single document that outlines
the Holocaust nor a signed document from Hitler ordering the Holocaust, the Holocaust
itself is a hoax. To make this argument, they reject all the evidence submitted at
Nuremberg. They denounce as fabrications the genocidal intention of the Nazi state and
the thousands of orders, memos, notes, and other records that document the process of
destruction. When they cannot sustain arguments that documents are forged, they argue
that the language in the documents has been deliberately misinterpreted. Furthermore,
some Holocaust deniers insist that the Allies tortured the perpetrators into testifying
about their role in the killing process and that the survivors who testified about Nazi
crimes against Jews were all lying out of self-interest.

Some Holocaust deniers claim that those “few” Jews who perished died from natural
causes or were legitimately executed by the Nazi state for actual criminal offenses. They
assert that Jews and the Allied powers deliberately inflated the numbers of Jews killed
during the war. Holocaust historians have placed the number of Jews killed in the
Holocaust between 5.1 and 6 million, based on legitimate available historical sources and
demographic methods. Holocaust deniers cite uncertainty about the exact number of
deaths within this accepted range as proof that the whole history of the Holocaust has
been fabricated and that the number of Jewish deaths during World War II has been
grossly exaggerated.

Some Holocaust deniers assert that the Nazis did not use gas chambers to kill Jews. They
deny the reality of the killing centers. Deniers have focused their attention on Auschwitz
and believe if they could just disprove that the Nazis used gas chambers in Auschwitz to
kill Jews, the whole history of the Holocaust would also be discredited.

Holocaust deniers often mimic the forms and practices of scholars in order to deceive the
public about the nature of their views. They generally footnote their writings by citing the
publications of other Holocaust deniers and hold pseudo-scholarly conventions.

Holocaust denial on the Internet is especially a problem because of the ease and speed
with which such misinformation can be disseminated. In the United States, where the
First Amendment to the Constitution ensures freedom of speech, it is not against the law
to deny the Holocaust or to propagate Nazi and antisemitic hate speech. European
countries such as Germany and France have criminalized denial of the Holocaust and have
banned Nazi and neo-Nazi publications. The Internet is now the chief source of Holocaust
denial and the chief means of recruiting for Holocaust denial organizations.
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Source: https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10007272

 

dindu nuffin

(1) A pejorative term used to mock blacks that commit crimes, and the excuses that’s
made for them. Derived from wailing family members, usually mentally unstable welfare
mothers, that claim that their teen, “didn’t do nothing wrong“.

(2) Something a black guy says after being caught on 30 different iPhone videos looting a
liquor store, or doing anything else he isn’t supposed to do.

Source: Urban Dictionary

(3) When arrested, Black people will often use the phrase, “I didn’t do nothing” when
exclaiming their professed innocence. The term is used to mock the assertion by both
Blacks themselves and the Jewish- dominated media that Black people are not responsible
for their own behavior, as well as the failure of Blacks to use standard English.

Source: The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

(4) An obviously guilty black man. See: Mike Brown, Trayvon Martin. A phonetic spelling
of what it sounds like when a Basketball American attempts to say the phrase “He didn’t
do nothing!” Sometimes shortened to simply “Dindu.”

Source: TRS Lexicon, Sept 30, 2017.

 

diversity

(1) A code word for less and less white people — otherwise known as genocide.

(2) The act of genocide in which white immigrants are made a minority and absorbed into
other immigrants culture.

“Once we add diversity to our workplace we won’t have to deal white Whites
anymore“

(3) A common word used by an “anti-racist“

Source: Urban Dictionary

 

dog whistling

Talking or signalling to your followers using coded language, especially  about
controversial or “taboo” topics.

Source: katana, Oct 28, 2017.

dox

To expose someone’s identity for malicious reasons, especially if they hold non-
establishment views and are likely to suffer social consequences as a result of being
doxxed.

A favorite tactic of the brain-washed left against those who are right of Lenin, Stalin, and
other jewish icons.

Submitted by: katana, Aug 30, 2017

 

DWL

“Dim Witted Liberal“. Whites who have drank the jewish media leftist Koolaid and
believe in all the “liberal” “progressive” viewpoints on race, gender issues, equality, etc.

Source: katana, Oct 27, 2017.

 

E
 

echo

Euphemism, or sound effect, used to indicate people or ideas that are jewish. A verbal
equivalent to the use of the triple parentheses/brackets (((jew name, idea, etc.))).
Popularized by the website The Right Stuff (TRS).

Source: katana, Oct 28, 2017.

 

 

eight words, the

“We must free the world from jewish control.“

Submitted by: katana, Nov 2, 2017.

electric jew

(1) Euphemism for the television, since the jewish agenda is constantly pushed through it.
The “Electric jew” is probably the single most powerful propaganda device in history as its
beams jewish propaganda into peoples’ homes non-stop.

Submitted by: katana, Aug 26, 2017.

(2) Slang name for a television set or television in general. The term refers to Jewish
dominance of media corporations and therefore the movies, TV series, and advertising
that is shown on TV.

“Oh, I don’t watch television anymore. Or as I call it the ‘electric Jew’. There
are only 280,000 Jews in the UK but most of them seem to have a job in the
BBC. They recently sent a reporter to Greece to cover the Golden Dawn
nationalist party…and he was a Jewish guy whose grandparents had fled the
Nazis and escaped to England. Wouldn’t that make his reporting biased? I
mean, the UK Labor party elected a Marxist as their leader…but the BBC
didn’t send a descendant of the Romanov family as their correspondent to
the party conference did they?“

Source: Urban Dictionary — by june forysyth March 05, 2014

 

Emma Lazarus

A Jew York jewess, whose “poetry” defaces the base of the Statue of Liberty, continues to
jew White Americans into accepting the tired, poor, huddled masses of wretched refuse of
the Third World, into America. The bronze plaque was installed in 1903 by (((friends))) of
the late Lazarus.

“Keep, ancient lands, your storied pomp!” cries she
With silent lips. “Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me,
I lift my lamp beside the golden door!“

Source: katana, Aug 4, 2017

 

enword/n-word

A euphemism for “nigger“.

Example: “There are some enwords hanging around in the park.”

Submitted by: katana, Feb 10, 2022.

 

 

F
 

fash

Short for Fascist. An epithet hurled by left-anarchists at rightist libertarians on the
internet. It is our word now.

Source: TRS Lexicon, Sept 30, 2017.

feminazi

(1) A feminist who supports the hatred of men, female privilege, the culling/extermination
of men, censorship of opposing arguments (facebook, Wikipedia, university protests of
talks concerning mens issues, mass flagging on youtube videos etc). The term feminazi is a
play on the words feminist and nazi as those who use the term believe there are glaring
similarites between the two political ideologies and their methods of censorship,
propaganda, fallacys, double standards and causing division.

“A rad fem said she believed men should be kept at 10 percent of the human
race. I said she was advocating mass murder and she was a feminazi.”

Source: Urban Dictionary — by sparty uafc April 02, 2014

(2) Basically a woman that wants the same rights as a man, but then wants the same
pampering as a woman, so really just a lazy power hungry bitch that wants to have it easy
but have power at the same time without contributing to society

“That feminazi Linda is trying to indoctrinate my wife, now she says that
doing the dishes is oppressive, all she does now is watch Oprah or Ellen all
day.”

Source: Urban Dictionary — by #The_Truth February 12, 2015

(3) A radical feminist; a women who says she is a feminist but she thinks females are the
superior sex. Most of them are extremely fat, and they hate men so much that they say
they are completely useless. They say only men rape and women cannot rape. Most of
them are on Tumblr. If you want an easy way to loose brain cells, go look at a feminazi’s
Tumblr.

“Did you hear about that feminazi that who aborted her child because the
baby was a boy?

What?! That’s terrible! Who in the right mind would do that?!

A feminazi.”

Source: Urban Dictionary — by moogdk March 18, 2015

(4) Radical feminism or essentially Third Wave Feminism that advocates for female
supremacy and the inferiority of white men. Modern day feminists will try and deny that
Feminazis are commonly present or that they even exist at all but they are and they do

Your typical feminazi can be characterized with the following traits:

Dyed hair (usually something garrish and not natural, like a crimson red or a light pink

Obesity
An overbearing attitude
Authoritian views on men and their place in society
A convoluted view on femininity that basically contradicts all scientific research on the
subject

“Zoey Quinn are feminazis and professional victims“

Source: Urban Dictionary — by SpicyAfterbirth December 20, 2015

 

feminism

(1) A jewish movement that pretends to help women, but actually aims to prevent White
family formation and the destruction of existing White families. Just one part of a multi-
generational, multi-pronged jewish strategy of a slow-motion genocidal war against
Whites.
Source: katana, Aug 24, 2017
(2) A movement to promote women’s interests at the expense of men.

Despite claims by some moderate (and misled) feminists to the contrary, feminism is not a
movement for the betterment of men and women. If it was, it would be called humanism.

Feminists are not concerned, for example, about the fact that four times as many men
commit suicide as women or that fewer and fewer boys attend college or graduate from
high school.

Feminists demand that we treat men and women as exactly equal unless it suits women to
differentiate between the sexes.

For example, a typical feminist will see no irony in arguing on one hand that women need
more protection from domestic violence, rape and sexual harassment but on the other
hand that women are just as good as men at construction and fighting crime, fires and
wars.

Question: How many feminists does it take to change a light bulb?

Answer: That’s not funny, you sexist pig. I will report your hate speech and ensure that
your career and reputation is destroyed. We need a speech code to regulate people such as
yourself. And you need to attend sensitivity training so that you can be re-educated on the
benefits of feminism.

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Peter O’Neill April 10, 2006
(3) A relentless political advocacy group pushing for special privileges for women, which
pretends to be a social movement advocating equal rights for the genders. Because women
have already achieved more than equal rights, a modern feminist is either an ignoramus or
a liar. Current feminist dogma is based either on lies, or on emotional appeals. Shaming
tactics are used to defend their position and to silence opposition. The central tenant of
feminism is a belief in the patriarchy, which is in a giant amorphous conspiracy in which
men conspire to oppress women. Because patriarchy can be used to explain everything,
and there is no event which could possibly take place to disprove its existence, patriarchy
theory is on the same level of intellectual honesty as astrology and homeopathy.

Accomplishments of Feminism:
— Rewriting history to make people think that feminism earned women the right to vote
and to work outside the home. What really happened was that technological advances
made it possible for the first time in human history for women to be financially
independent. When this happened, women asked for equal rights, and men gave it to
them.
— Making men and women hate each other.
— Turning women in the US, UK, and some other western countries into vicious, useless,
self-entitled cunts.
— Destroying men’s dignity, and in some cases their rights.

Feminists Claim: Women are more likely to be victims of violence.
Reality: Unincarcerated men are more likely to be victims of every type of violent crime
than unincarcerated women, apart from rape. The majority of total rapes happen to men
in prison.

Source: Bureau of Justice Statistics

Feminist Claim: Women make 77 cents for every dollar a man earns, and this is
discrimination.
Reality: The 77 cents statistic comes form comparing nurses and hair stylists to doctors
and lawyers. When one factors in things like work hours, work experience, education, and
job position, women make closer to 95 cents for every dollar a man earns.

Sources: You should go to wikipedia and click on the little squares. Some of those
squares include sources like consad research corporation, and Times.

Feminist Claim: There is work place discrimination against women.
Reality: More laws have been passed in the past several decades protecting women from
dirty jokes than laws have been passed protecting men from dying. Affirmative action for
women is explicit discrimination against men, and there is no such institutionalized
discrimination against women. Women are the only ones who have the right to sue for
having their feelings hurt.
Source: Common knowledge

Source: Urban Dictionary — by GrumpyHermit December 29, 2013

 

(((fellow Whites)))

A term used to indicate that a jew is pretending to be White.

Source: katana, Nov 20, 2021.

 

 

Five B’s

“Bully, Bribe, Blackmail, Banish, and Bury.” Escalating series of tactics used by organized
jewry to silence criticism of them.

Source: Frederick C. Blackburn on his Blackbird9’s Breakfast Club Show, Sep 14, 2017.

 

Focus Group, the

(1) A British based jewish lobby that, starting in the mid-1930s, bribed Winston Churchill,
among many others, into getting Britain into a war against Germany.

Source: katana, Aug 31, 2017

(2) “The Focus for the Defence of Freedom and Peace” also known as simply “The Focus
Group” and originally the “British Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi Council to Champion
Human Rights” was a propaganda lobby group in the United Kingdom, founded in
response to the “Board of Deputies of British jews” as part of an attempt to undermine
National Socialism and turn people against Germany. It was founded in 1935 and
continued to exist until the late 1950s, they published a journal named simply “Focus”. A
1963 book authored by Eugen Spier an insider about the group is “Focus – A Footnote
to the History of the Thirties.“

The organisation was similar to a group in the United States known as the “Non-Sectarian
Anti-Nazi League”, associated with Samuel Untermyer of “Judea Declares War on
Germany” fame. The group was funded by jews and included various politicians who
were hostile to Germany for various reasons, either ideological for Labour Party members,
factions within the Conservative Party who were opposed to the Chamberlin-Baldwin anti-
war government and Winston Churchill (returning from his “time in the wilderness“).

The funding for the group came from jewish sources; particularly Robert Waley-Cohen,
chairman of Shell Oil, described by his biographer as the “veritable dynamic force of
Focus.” The first president of the organisation was Walter Citrine, who was also president
of the “International Confederation of Free Trade Unions”. It also included Norman
Angell, Sylvia Pankhurst (founder of the Communist Workers Party), Wickham Steed,
Harold Macmillan, Duncan Sandys, Violet Bonham Carter, Herbert Morrison (grandfather
of Peter Mandelson) and Eleanor Rathbone.

The Focus was a secret pressure group that started giving slush money to Churchill in the
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1930s. Churchill was the center of this group. The group was mostly dissident politicians,
people who were out of office and wanted to get back in and willing to go to any lengths to
do it, including overthrowing the government and putting Churchill in their place. They
were funded by rich jews in London, but the group was not entirely jewish and also had
Marxists. The group bribed Churchill heavily and put him in power as well. Before 1936,
he ignored Germany and from 1936 onwards he began beating the anti-German drums
when there at that time was a lot of pro-German sentiment in England. King Edward VIII
was pro-German and pro-Hitler and forced to abdicate. Edward ruled for less than a year
and was forced to abdicate by the same lobby, The Focus. The war bankrupted Britain.
Hitler kept begging Britain for peace, offering money, soldiers to defend Britain, etc. This
group also got the USA to desire war against Germany as well.

Source: http://en.rightpedia.info/w/The_Focus_Group

 

Frankfurt School

A jewish Marxist affiliated school of social theory and philosophy started in the early 1920s
in Germany. Their origins go back to the Institute for Social Research at the
University of Frankfurt. Used as a term for thinkers affiliated with the Institute or
influenced by them.

Goals

The creation of racism offences and hate speech laws.
Continual change to create confusion (e,g., in school curricula).
Masturbation propaganda in schools, combined with the homosexualization and
transsexualism of children and their corruption by exposing them to child porn in the
classroom.
The systematic undermining of parental and teachers’ authority.
Huge immigration to destroy national identity and foment future race wars.
The systematic promotion of excessive drinking and recreational drugs.
The systematic promotion of sexual deviance in society.
An unreliable legal system with bias against the victims of crime.
Dependency on state benefits.
Control and dumbing down of media.
Encouraging the breakdown of the family.
All all-out attack on Christianity and the emptying of churches.

 

In 1923, with the help of the German Communist Party, the Institute for Social
Research was opened at Frankfurt University with Carl Grünberg as its first Director.

The initial work at the Institute was oriented towards exploring Marxism as a scientific
and economic methodology, but after the death of Grünberg and the temporary
directorship of Pollock, jewish Marxist Max Horkheimer was appointed the to the chair
and changed the direction of the Institute from promoting an orthodox Marxist philosophy
to what would later be called “cultural Marxism,” better known as “political correctness.“

Prominent members of the Frankfurt school include these jews: Max Horkheimer,
Theodor Adorno, Herbert Marcuse, Friedrich Pollock, Erich Fromm, Walter
Benjamin, and Jürgen Habermas.

Source: http://en.rightpedia.info/w/Frankfurt_School

 

 

G
 

gaslighting

(1) Gaslighting is a form of manipulation that seeks to sow seeds of doubt in a targeted
individual or members of a group, hoping to make targets question their own memory,
perception, and sanity. Using persistent denial, misdirection, contradiction, and lying, it
attempts to destabilize the target and delegitimize the target’s belief.

Instances may range from the denial by an abuser that previous abusive incidents ever
occurred up to the staging of bizarre events by the abuser with the intention of
disorienting the victim. The term owes its origin to a 1938 play Gas Light and its 1944
film adaptation. The term has been used in clinical and research literature, as well as in
political commentary.

[Image] Ingrid Bergman in the 1944 film Gaslight
The term originates in the systematic psychological manipulation of a victim by the main
character in the 1938 stage play Gas Light, known as Angel Street in the United States,
and the film adaptations released in 1940 and 1944.In the story, a husband attempts to
convince his wife and others that she is insane by manipulating small elements of their
environment and insisting that she is mistaken, remembering things incorrectly, or
delusional when she points out these changes. The original title stems from the dimming
of the gas lights in the house that happened when the husband was using the gas lights in
the attic while searching for hidden treasure. The wife accurately notices the dimming
lights and discusses the phenomenon, but the husband insists that she just imagined a
change in the level of illumination.

The term “gaslighting” has been used colloquially since the 1960s to describe efforts to
manipulate someone’s perception of reality. In a 1980 book on child sexual abuse,
Florence Rush summarized George Cukor’s Gaslight (1944) based on the play and wrote,
“even today the word [gaslighting] is used to describe an attempt to destroy another’s
perception of reality.“

Source:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaslighting

Also see:http://age-of-treason.com/?s=gaslighting

 

 

(2) “Gaslighting has two sides, the manipulator and manipulated, who for whatever
reason tolerates being manipulated. The gaslighting ends when you confront reality,
when you properly perceive the jews for what they are. Enemies. Fully conscious and
obsessively organized as such. Then what you see, and feel, is hostility. Then you
understand Trump long ago chose his side. He’s for himself. And beyond that, he’s with
them.”

Source:Age of Treason, Sept 17, 2017.

 

gay

“Gay” is a word meaning “happy” or “brightly colored“. It comes from the old French
word “gai”. Gay is now often used as a colloquialism meaning “homosexual”.

Gertrude Stein, a lesbian jewess, wrote “Miss Furr and Miss Skeene”, a story/poem
about two lesbians, in 1911, and it was published in Vanity Fair magazine in 1923. It is
considered to be the origin of the use of the term “gay” for homosexual.

Source: http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/Gay

“One thing this story/poem [Miss Furr and Miss Skeene] is famous for is
its use of the word “gay” which it does 136 times over the span of the
story/poem. This is how the term came to be associated with homosexuality;
a poem about a lesbian couple was machine-gunning us with it. This is a
classic example of Stein’s use of repetition, or as she called it “insistence.”
She believed that in order for a word’s meaning to really stick you had not
just to hear it but HEAR it. She famously said “A rose is a rose is a rose” to
give meaning back to the image of a rose which she felt was so over saturated
that all meaning had really been lost from it.”

Source: http://intestinalbookworms.blogspot.jp/2013/04/miss-furr-and-miss-skeene-
intro-to-stein.html

 

 

 

GDL

Goyim Defence League, or Gentile Defence League. A counter term to the jewish
ADL, JDL. Appears to have been coined or at least promoted by YouTuber, “Handsome
Truth“.

Submitted by: katana, Aug 19, 2018.

gene pool

Gene pool, sum of a population’s genetic material at a given time. The term typically is
used in reference to a population made up of individuals of the same [sub]species and
includes all genes and combinations of genes in the population.

Source: https://www.britannica.com/science/gene-pool

 

gibs/gibsmedat

(1) “Give me that!“. The expectation of handouts by blacks.

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Jul 30, 2017.

(2) “Gibs-Me-Dat” (n.) Annuities, in the form of goods, services, or material (usually
welfare checks) given predominately to minorities, in exchange for their tacit agreement to
reciprocate by not burning down America’s cities.

“Yo Tyrone, who you be votin foe in 2012?”

“I gots to go wit Obama baby. The democrats be givin out moe betta
gibsmedat.“

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Phil Uber January 09, 2012

 

goy

(1) A derogatory term used by jews to refer to non-jews. It’s a shorter form of “goyim”
meaning cattle.

Submitted by: katana, Jul 31, 2017.

(2) Hebrew and Yiddish term for a non-Jewish person; synonymous with “gentile.”
Usually neutral, despite persistent untrue rumors that it is derogatory. It should only be
considered offensive when it is used in a context indicating that it’s intended as an insult,
or said in a tone of disgust — much like the word “Jew.” Plural, “goyim“; adjective forms
“goyish,” “goyishe,” “goyisher.”

Source: Urban Dictionary —Yossel the Yid, April 12, 2004

 ————–

Goy (plural Goyim, adjective Goyish) is a Yiddish expression used against Gentiles as a
form of contempt. Many Jews used this word to negatively refer to Christians.

Rabbi Ovadia Yosef described the meaning of the word in 2010:

“Goyim were born only to serve us. Without that, they have no place in the world – only
to serve the People of Israel.

In Israel, death has no dominion over them… With gentiles, it will be like any person –
they need to die, but [God] will give them longevity. Why? Imagine that one’s donkey
would die, they’d lose their money.

This is his servant… That’s why he gets a long life, to work well for this Jew.

Why are gentiles needed? They will work, they will plow, they will reap. We will sit like
an effendi and eat.

That is why gentiles were created.”

Source: http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/Goy

Submitted by: katana, Aug 23, 2017.

 

grammar Nazi

Someone particularly fussy about correct grammar and spelling.

Someone who believes it’s their duty to correct any grammar and/or spelling mistakes they
observe.
“Your awesome!”
“Actually, it’s ‘you’re’. Your showsownership. I don’t own an ‘awesome.’ I’m Grammar
Nazi. “
Source: Urban Dictionary: by Ryleigh-Jude September 26, 2009.

 

Submitted by: katana, Feb 12, 2019.

 

Groyper

Nationalists. An evolved Pepe that shares even harder-hitting red-pills. Can often be seen
in their natural environments – like Twitter – “Groyping” the Left and fake conservatives.

The Groyper can be your best ally or your worst enemy.
Those Groypers just ratio’d that guy!

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Verus November 11, 2019

 

 

GTK-RWN

Acronym for “Gas The Kikes — Race War Now”

Submitted by: katana, Aug 16, 2017.

 

It is used ironically to mock the idea that anyone who supports White interests is a
genocidal maniac.

Source: The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

gun control

 

 

Being able to hit your target.

Source: cranky white woman [Irish Savant], Nov 7, 2017.

 

 

H
 

hate speech

 

(1) Any kind of “speech” that jjews, or their useful idiot groups, find offensive, especially if
it is true.

Source: katana, Aug 31, 2017

 

hebe

A jew. Short for “hebrew“.
Source: katana, Oct 14, 2017

 

hippie

(1) One who embraces life to the fullest. Promotes peace, love and happiness, but sure as
hell sticks up for what they believe in. One who looks upon all of these negative definitions
and shakes his head thinking how sad it must be to no longer have the ability to dream of a
world that we were all taught to strive for as children. One who loves everyone without
prejudice.

Source: Urban Dictionary — Tree huggr75 April 26, 2010

—————

 

(2) An overgrown child who may occasionally abuse drugs and alcohol to cope with their
impossible ideals in the modern world. Often they are the spawn of wealth and they choose
to distance themselves from the paths of their parents in a pathetic attempt to feel
“unique.” Sometimes going so far as to change their names to something like Asia, Sky,
Kukka, Sunray or Zennia. While this person is not a total fuck up (which would be okay
because there is likely a trust fund safety net in place), this person has a tendency live life
extremely carelessly. The only exception to this sense of carelessness is if they are over-
angered by environmental policy, animal rights or George Bush. Which probably is just a
scapegoat for how much they hate their rich parents. The resulting lifestyle may include
any number of characteristics such as: mind numbing and god awful dancing along with a
serious passion for meaningless jam bands that feature endless meandering guitar solos. A
loss of interest in maintaining personal hygiene. A terrible lower back tattoo almost always
involving a flower, fairy, butterfly or tribal nonsense. Exceptionally long hair everywhere
(especially in undesirable regions of the body). Hair is often matted, ratted, oily or in
unequal clumps of dreds.

“Our couch smells like piss, shit and incense. Did Jazzerus sleep over last
night? I’m pretty sure I saw him jump in his Audi and drive off early this
morning. Jesus Christ that fucking hippie is confused.”

Source: Urban Dictionary — Jock Donny January 29, 2009

———-

 

(3) Unbathed miscreants from the flatulent 1960s who developed modern Progressive
ideology with the help of LSD and other mind altering substances. They came to believe
that hallucinogenics and finger-painting gave them great insight into complex socio-
economic and political issues. They originally self-identified as “free love” flower children,
but would fundamentally transform themselves into communist oppressors in their old
age. What was once a call to live free, became a mad dash for mandates, bans, and
suffocating regulation over anything that even remotely annoyed them.

They would eventually come to barnacle themselves to already existing Civil Rights
movements. Although still attempting to rebel against their parents while pushing 70
years of age, they are oblivious to the fact that they are no longer counter-culture, that they
are in fact: the culture, especially in academic sewers. Perhaps being the most unwise
American generation in existence, even in old age they still cannot grasp the reality that
the concept of Utopia is a fantasy.

Their lack of personal hygiene is legendary. They oftentimes like to surround themselves
with bottles of their own urine, or feces filled compost heaps in their own basements. It’s
highly likely that between their affinity for their own human waste products and their anti-
technology reverence for the Kaczynski-esque ravings of Karl Marx, that they will be bring
back the Black Death some time before the next turn of the century.

“That filthy hippie won’t get his mouth off that bong long enough to read a
book; how does he know anything about economics?”

Source: Urban Dictionary — Schnorkenschneider February 19, 2014

 

holocaust, holocau$t, holohoax

 

(1) The Holocaust is according to politically correct history a deliberate genocide by
National Socialist Germany in which approximately six million Jews were killed. In
addition, some non-Jewish groups claimed to have been killed by similar methods are
sometimes included. Holocaust revisionists dispute that this deliberate genocide occurred.

Very briefly, most Holocaust revisionists argue that Jews were for several different reasons
deported to concentration camps and used for forced labor, suffered many hardships and
deaths during the war, but that there was no plan or attempt to genocide Jews, no
homicidal gas chambers, and that the number of deaths is greatly exaggerated. The
deportation is argued to have been seen as a temporary wartime measure with a
permanent Jewish expulsion from Europe to occur after the war. A primary cause of the
politically correct view is argued to be wartime Allied psychological warfare which was
continued into the postwar period, in part due to this being beneficial for various parties
(both non-Jewish and Jewish), in part due to self-perpetuating processes similar to those
occurring during witch-hunts.

Source: http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/Holocaust

Submitted by: katana, Aug 23, 2017.

 

 

(2) The jewish “Holocaust” is viewed as the foundation upon which the modern system of
White guilt was built, used by the jewish- dominated establishment as a club to beat in the
skulls of anyone who dares stand-up and claim that Whites have a right to their own
countries.

The absurd assertion – either plainly stated or directly implied – is that whenever Whites
organize for their own interests, they begin exterminating people. As such, the jewish
declaration of “Never Again” is taken to imply that there will never again be a White
country.

The only way to subvert the Jewish obsession with bringing up the Holocaust whenever
any White person claims they have a right to exist is to viciously mock the story, in large
part by pointing out that they have yet to produce any physical evidence that it actually
happened. Beyond laughing about the fact that jews are such chronic liars that they
invented a story about millions of people being gassed in fake shower rooms and made
into furniture and cleaning products, the Alt-Right also asserts that if it had happened, it
would have been justified due to the collective behavior of the jews.

The mockery of the “Holocaust” fits into the theory that you cannot win by apologizing, as
apologizing is the realm of losers.

Source: The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

Hooton plan

Proposed 1943 plan in the pamphlet Breed War Strain Out of Germans by
Professor Hooton, that “called for genetically transforming the German nation by
encouraging mating of German women with non-German men” over the next several
decades. It was one of several plans considered and implemented to varying degrees.

[1]
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[Image] See post: The Hooton Plan and the Migrant Crisis.

 

Submitted by: katana, Oct 10, 2017.

huhwhite

An approximate spelling of how Jared Taylor pronounces the word “White.”

Source: TRS Lexicon, Sept 30, 2017.

 

I
 

identitarian movements

 

 

Like the standard WN movements, identitarian movements developed separate from the
core of the Alt-Right and combined/mingled with it to an extent over the last couple of
years.

Identitarianism is an attempt at Americanizing certain themes of European nationalism
which were seen to be lacking in the White Nationalist movement in America.

The exact differences between “Identitarianism” and “White Nationalism” have never
been entirely clear to me [Andrew Anglin], but those who fall under the former label tend
to be more socially liberal than other factions of the Alt-Right, endorsing homosexuality
and taking a softer stance on the need for pure White nations.

Source:The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

immivader

A combination of “immigrant” and “invader“. Used to describe Third World invaders of
White countries, who the jewsmedia describe as “immigrants“.

Submitted by: katana, Aug 25, 2017.

 

internet acronyms

afaik — as far as I know
asap — as soon as possible
btw — by the way
faq — frequently asked questions
ffs — for fucks sake
fwiw — for what it’s worth
fyi — for your information
idk — I don’t know
iirc — if I recall/remember correctly
imho — in my humble opinion
imo — in my opinion
iow — in other words
irl — in real life
lol — laughing out loud
m8 — mate
omg — oh my god
op — original poster, original post
ot — off topic
otoh — on the other hand
rotfl — rolling on the floor laughing
stfu — shut the fuck up
tbh — to be honest
tfs — thanks for sharing
tia — thanks in advance
thx — thanks
tldr — too long, didn’t read
tptb — the powers that be
wrt — with regard to
wtf — what the fuck

Submitted by: katana, Aug 30, 2017.

 

intersectional jewing

“Intersectional jewing” is what happens when one form of jewing comes into conflict with
another form of jewing.

Source: http://age-of-treason.com/2017/06/29/intersectional-jewing/

 

ISIS

(1) A proxy “Islamic” army set up by ZOG/Israel, and its proxies, to destroy enemy
countries of organized jewry, especially in the Middle East, such as Syria. While jewish
controlled Western governments pretend to be fighting ISIS, they are in fact supporting
ISIS.

Source: katana, Aug 31, 2017

(2) An acronym for “Israeli Secret Intelligence Service/Islamic State of Iraq and Syria”

Dan Raviv and Yossi Melman revealed in their book “The Complete History of
Israel’s Intelligence Community” and in a 1990 interview on C-SPAN by Ryan Lamb
that since Mossad simply is Hebrew for “institute”, they call themselves in English,
“Israeli Secret Intelligence Service“.

Later in the 2010s, Israel and the USA were funding foreign mercenaries for the war in
Syria. The controlled mainstream media followed the US-Israeli propaganda line that it
was a “civil war” in Syria but actually it was a fake revolution by a foreign group. These
paid foreign mercenaries were originally called “rebels” but on June 2014, they took the
name Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS, pronounced eye-siss). Using Mossad’s
codename in English, this let all the ZOG nations know that they should support this
group.

This group also has several other names: The Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant
(ISIL, pronounced eye-sill) and Daesh, which comes from its Arabic name ad-Dawlah
al-Islāmiyah fī ‘l-ʿIrāq wa-sh-Shām.

The group’s members are largely unaware that Israel is using them as a cat’s paw since the
US public was too anti-war to support the US doing another full out invasion in Syria like
they did in Iraq and Afghanistan. This group’s members believe it is a Salafi jihadist
militant group that follows an Islamic fundamentalist, Wahhabi doctrine of Sunni Islam.

ISIS once attacked the IDF by mistake and then apologized for it. See more, …

Source: http://en.rightpedia.info/w/Israeli_Secret_Intelligence_Service

 

“It’s [current year]”

Another meme that the media has taken note of, “it’s [current year]” makes a mockery of
the SJW catchphrase going something like:

“I can’t believe that we still have [insert something] – it’s [current year].”

The idea behind these statements when made by SJWs is that certain ideas cannot be
accepted due to the level of social development we’ve allegedly undergone over the past
decades. They often use the statement, however, to promote policies which are viewed by
the Alt-Right as the opposite of social progress, such as mass Islamic immigration or
allowing Black people to attack cops.

Source: The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

 

J
 

jew

 

(1) The Jews, Hebrew: Yhudim, also known as the Jewish people, are an ethno-religious
group and nation originating from the Israelites, or Hebrews, of the Ancient Near East.
Jewish ethnicity, nationhood and religion are strongly interrelated, as Judaism is the
traditional faith of the Jewish people while its observance varies from strict observance to
complete nonobservance.

Prior to World War II the worldwide Jewish population reached a peak of 16.7 million,
representing around 0.7% of the world population at that time. However, approximately 6
million Jews were systematically murdered during the Holocaust. Since then the
population has slowly risen again, and as of 2016 was estimated at 14.4 million by the
Berman Jewish DataBank, or less than 0.2% of the total world population (roughly one in
every 514 people).

Despite their small percentage of the world’s population, Jews have significantly
influenced and contributed to human progress in many fields, including philosophy,
ethics, literature, politics, business, fine arts and architecture, religion, music, theatre and
cinema, medicine, as well as science and technology, both historically and in modern
times.

Source:Wikipdedia, aka, “Jewpedia”: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jews

 

(2) The Jews (Yiddish: Yid, Hebrew: Yehudi, German: Jude, Arab: yahud) are an
unpopular micro-race, or ethnic group, that is primarily Hebrew by race. Jews are
generally associated with Judaism, but also with economic corruption, manipulation,
shame and most of all with nepotism. They are known as “ethno-religious“, but this is just
to hide the true facts of who they are.

Many people across the globe have found Jews to be: disloyal, greedy, truculent, selfish,
cunning, dishonest, cocky, deceitful, envious, vindictive, ungrateful, cowardly, big-
mouthed, ugly, pompous, perverted, thievish, murderous, sadistic and to have many more
negative traits.

 

[Image] Some prominent, infamous destructive jews.

Source:http://en.rightpedia.info/w/Jews

 

(3) A miser. Someone tight with their money.

(4) A nation wrecker.

(5) Someone born of a jewish mother.

(6) Someone who uses alleged past injustices to justify special treatment.

 

jewephant

A cartoon that uses the analogy of the blind men examining a different part of the elephant
and all coming to different conclusions about what kind of creature it is. Here the jewish
“elephant in the room” is being examined by “blind-folded” men who also come to wrong
conclusions.

 

Source:kaatana, Dec 12, 2017.

 

jewnalist

A jew journalist, skilled at deceiving the goy reading public, usually working for the official
“fake news” industry, but increasingly infiltrating the alternative news sources.
Characteristics include sheer mendacity, slipperiness, and ability to lie without restraint,
while appearing “honest“.

Source:Joe Seismic, Oct 13, 2017.

 

jews — good vs bad

 

 

In the above humorous illustration, the “good jews” are; lampshades, bars of soap, and
piles of shit? (not sure). The “bad jews” are; used car salesmen, merchants, and greedy
bankers. A fair assessment, …

Submitted by: katana, Jul 31, 2017.

 

jewish lightning

A form of insurance fraud, in which someone destroys or damages (most often by arson)
their own property for the purpose of collecting insurance money. Called “Jewish”
lightning because the Jews are stereotypically known as a cheap, cheating race.

“So apparently Goldsteinbergowitz’s house caught on fire last week. With the
insurance money he’ll collect, he’ll probably be able to buy an even bigger
house!”

“Jewish lightning if I ever saw it.“

Source: Urban Dictionary — SophiaChicken September 22, 2013

“The list of Jews who have been sent to prison during the last twenty years, for setting fire
to buildings so as to fraudulently collect the insurance-money, is a startlingly long one.
The records of the New- York fire-marshal’s office show that a large percentage of the
persons arrested for arson are Hebrews, and that two-thirds of the fires yearly occurring in
the city of New York are in buildings occupied by Jews. Many of the insurance-companies
arbitrarily and systematically refuse to issue policies to Jews. This is a statement which is
readily susceptible of verification.

The Jew “fire-bug” is a very hard bug to convict.* Long before he applies the lurid torch, or
sprinkles his premises with inflammable oil, he has plenty of “witnesses” of his accursed
race, all primed and fixed to prove an alibi, to swear that the “fire-bug” was out of the city,
or mayhap prostrating himself before the tables of the law in the synagogue, at the time
the fire broke out in his place.

* “Jewish lightning” is a well-known term used to describe deliberate acts of arson by jews
for insurance collection purposes.

[Page 107]

It is a matter of much difficulty legally to prove a case of arson, under the existing
condition of the law; and a large percentage of Jew incendiaries. who are brought to trial
manage to escape conviction. The law should promptly be changed, with a view to specially
meeting the case of the Jew incendiary, the criminal who does not hesitate to consign the
sleeping inmates of a household, men, women, and little children, to a horrible death, for
the sake of fraudulently collecting a few hundred or a few thousand dollars of insurance-
money. What form of crime can be conceived more monstrous than that of the Jew
incendiary?

In spite of the difficulty there is under the existing condition of the law in most of the
States of the Union, in satisfactorily establishing a case of arson, a large number of Jews
have in recent years been convicted of this heinous crime, and suitably punished. In the
various States-prisons throughout the country, there are numbers of Jews serving out life
sentences or long terms of imprisonment for this offense. To enumerate any thing like all
the cases of this character for which Jew criminals have been responsible in, let us say, the
last ten years, would make a tediously long list. Let it suffice to detail a comparatively few
cases, occurring within the period named in New- York City, and let these instances serve
as a sample of the whole. …”

Source: The American Jew – An Expose of His Career – Part 4 – The Criminal Jew

 

jjews

An alternative to the term “organized jewry“. It refers to not all jews as a racial group, but
only those jjews that are organized as a group to promote their tribal interests at the
expense and even destruction of others, particularly Whites.

Submitted by: katana, Jul 29, 2017.

 

Jewpedia

Nickname for “Wikipedia” because of its anti-White and pro-jew censoring of anything
that is less than flattering to jews or Israel, and where every jewish lie become a “fact”.

Submitted by: katana, Sep 13, 2017.

 

jew-wise

(1) Understanding that organized jewry is the power behind the throne of “our
governments”, and that it engineers many world events to severely harm non-jews,
leading us ever closer to its goal of a tyrannical Jew World Order.

Source: katana — Sep 21, 2017

 

(2) Conspiracies come and go. Being Jew-wise means seeing the real source behind these
conspiracies which is not some fantastic Illuminati or Reptilian humanoids, but a real life
group of people who it is dangerous to criticize.

The goyim know… shut it down!

Being Jew-wise means seeing the creepy activities of Jews behind things.
Being Jew-wise means that one recognizes the following four basic precepts of the Jewish
problem:

The Jew always exists in a state of war with all civilized nations.
Every Jew is an agent of the state of Israel.
The Jew always knows who he is.
Whatever ambitions you may have, you cannot realize these goals because of the
presence of the Jew.

The phrase “Jew-wise” began to be used in the Anglosphere in the 1920s to describe
political activists and authors who had become conscious of the Jewish Question and
decided that it was important to alert the general public to the danger. Particularly in the
context of the time period, Jew-wise people exposed the fact that it was Jews who were
behind Marxian communism and that this movement was created not to serve the
working-class, as it claimed, but rather Jewish group interests.

In the 2010s people used the term “red pilled” from the film The Matrix to describe
being Jew-wise without sounding politically incorrect. There has been controversy over
using this since one person behind The Matrix film series was a transsexual, and other
various politically controversial reasons.

Later, Jew-wise people would expose that it was Jews who brought about World War II
and finished it using their atomic bomb. They also show, that after World War II Jews
implemented a never before seen revenge against Europeans by implementing Bolshevism
in half of Europe and Jewish liberalism in the other half of it. It is also their
accomplishment to show, that colored mass invasion in White countries is a result of
Jewish efforts, and that the EU is in fact the continuation of the Soviet Union in Europe
with Jewish commissars and it is pursuing Jewish aims.

Source: http://en.rightpedia.info/w/Jew-wise

 

JOBA

“Jews for Open Borders for Animals“.  A parody organization, typical of the
6,000,000 other jewish organizations set up to systematically destroy the West, under the
pretence of acting in the name of “humanity”, while actually doing the complete opposite.

Source: katana — Oct 27, 2017

JQ/JP

Jewish Question/Jewish Problem.

Source: katana — Sep 21, 2017

 

 

K
 

Kalergi Plan
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Source: katana, Sep 7, 2017.

 

 

kay

A euphuism for “kike“. Represents the sound of the first letter.

Source: Tony Hayers — Nov 3, 2017

 

kibbust

“I worked for free picking cucumbers for 3 months in Israel and all I got was
this lousy feeling that I’d been ripped off..”

Submitted by: tony hayers, Jul 29, 2017.

 

kike

A derogatory slur used to refer to jews. Possibly from yiddish (kaykl, “circle”). The
common practice among non-English speaking immigrants is to sign documents by
making an ‘X‘ mark, which is witnessed. One theory, not universally accepted, is that early
20th century jewish immigrants to Ellis Island were referred to as ‘kikes‘ by the staff
because they would make a small circle (a ‘kikel‘) instead of an ‘X‘, on the belief that
writing an ‘X‘ was making a sign of the Christian cross.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_English_words_of_Yiddish_origin

kippah licker

An English term for a shabbos goy or non-Jewish Zionist (like Tommy Robinson). A
talking head or anyone that doesn’t question the Jewish narrative out of lying by
ommision (like Steven Crowder or Alex Jones).

Submitted by: An English Gent, Sep 24, 2022.

 

 

L
 

LARPing

“Live Action Role Playing.” In the TRS sense, it refers to someone agitating for impossible
political reforms. Subject to overuse. Tread lightly. We all LARP to some extent.

Source: TRS Lexicon, Sept 30, 2017.

 

le happy merchant

 

 

 

“Le Happy Merchant” is a jewish caricature used to represent all jews. It is used for the
purpose of dehumanizing the jew as a type of evil monster, rather than a human being,
while also being very funny in its offensiveness. The character is used in a series of DIY
comic strips as a diabolical villain tricking and abusing a good natured but obese and
dimwitted American (Le American Bear), as well as a whole lot of other memes. It has
proven to be extremely effective in portraying jews as an alien other, in the way the much
more serious NSDAP anti- Semitic propaganda did in the 1930’s.

Source:The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

lugenpresse

 

German word meaning “lying press/media”. Applies particularly to the Main Stream
Media.

See: Reporter Spills the Beans and Admits All the News is Fake! — TRANSCRIPT

Submitted by: katana, Mar 10, 2021.

 

libtard

 

[Image] Click image to enlarge.

Combines “liberal” with “retard“.

1. an individual, whose thinking process has been rendered impaired by political
correctness and the failure to understand that people are responsible for their actions and
the world does not owe lazy or stupid people a living.

Submitted by: katana, Aug 16, 2017.

 

LGBT

(1) An ever growing acronym for someone who is a sexual degenerate and proud of it.

(2) Sexual degeneracy promoted by jews as part of organized jewry’s goal of destroying
Whites. LGBT sexual degeneracy, along with feminism, abortion, birth control,
pornography, hedonism, consumerism, etc., all contribute to reduce the White birthrate to
well below replacement level.

(3) An acronym for “Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender”.

Source: katana, Aug 31, 2017

 

 

lisponics

Homosexual-based language class. Designed to instill in students a new understanding of
traditional gay speech.

 

 

Source: Wyatt Mann

Submitted by: katana, Aug 21, 2017.

 

LOLocaust

A story about the “Holocaust” that’s laughably untrue. Most of them will come under this
category!

Combines “LOL” (Laughing Out Loud) with “Holocau$t“.

Submitted by: Irish Savant, Jul 30, 2017.

 

loxism

Loxism (lok’ sizm)

NOUN

1. The belief that Jews are superior in human character or ability to non-Jews.
2. Discrimination, prejudice, and hate expressed by Jews against non-Jews.

ETYMOLOGY:

Latin, derived from Tacitus:

“The customs of the Jews are base and abominable and owe their persistence
to their depravity. Jews are extremely loyal to one another, always ready to
show compassion, but towards every other people they feel only hate and
enmity.”

Source — Alex Linder

 

lampshade-American

Jewish-American not currently in Israel. Derived from jewish propaganda that during
WWII the Germans made lampshades out of the skin of jews.

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Jul 30, 2017.

 

 

 

M
 

magic negro

 

(1) A black brain surgeon, rocket scientist, engineer, or other roles with superior ability,
who helps confused Whites to cross the road and save the day.

Source: katana, Aug 31, 2017

(2) A male or female negro that appears in a movie, story, or play, often with some sort of
magical, sage powers, strictly for the purpose of providing such wisdom to the White hero,
for no apparent reason, but just when he or she needs it the most. They often then
immediately depart from the story altogether.

The Magic Negro has no life of his or her own, but seems to see all, know all, and divine all,
due to their humble roots and avoidance of the racist white power structure that our hero-
of-European-heritage so nobly rebels against. Typically appearing in 19th century, or early
20th century period pieces, the Magic Negro has more recently been seen dispensing his or
her powers from within the existing White (((establishment))), as with the character of
Morpheus in “The Matrix.”

Source: Urban Dictionary — by President Warren G. Harding July 10, 2009

 

mantra, the

The Mantra is a repeated message composed by the political activist Robert Whitaker,
intended to counter double standards, discrimination and negative bias towards White
people and white societies. Mr. Whitaker wrote on his blog that part of the White Genocide
message is referring to “Whites who hate Whites.”

 

A mantra is a verse or specially composed sequence of words meant to form a sound able
to transform it’s environment. Based on his own political experience working in the
Reagan adiministration, Robert Whitaker’s mantra idea is that an extensively repeated
consistent message is a proven strategy that can be applied to change opinions toward
White survival.

Examples:

“They say they are anti-racist. What they are is anti-White.”

“Anti-racist is a code word for anti-White.”

“Everybody says there is this RACE problem. Everybody says this RACE
problem will be solved when the third world pours into EVERY white
country and ONLY into white countries.”

“ASIA FOR THE ASIANS, AFRICA FOR THE AFRICANS, WHITE
COUNTRIES FOR EVERYBODY!“

Source: http://en.rightpedia.info/w/The_Mantra

 

Mel Gibson

 

“To learn who rules over you, buy this man a drink!“

 

Submitted by: katana, Jul 31, 2017.

 

meme

1) an idea, belief or belief system, or pattern of behavior that spreads throughout a culture
either vertically by cultural inheritance (as by parents to children) or horizontally by
cultural acquisition (as by peers, information media, and entertainment media)

Example:

 

See: Mark Collett — It’s Okay To Be White — TRANSCRIPT

 

2) a pervasive thought or thought pattern that replicates itself via cultural means; a
parasitic code, a virus of the mind especially contagious to children and the
impressionable

3) the fundamental unit of information, analogous to the gene in emerging evolutionary
theory of culture
– meme pool (n.) : all memes of a culture or individual
– memetic (adj.) : relating to memes
– memetics (n.) : the study of memes

4) in blogspeak, an idea that is spread from blog to blog

5) an internet information generator, especially of random or contentless information

(Etymology : meme : derived from the Greek mimëma, ‘something imitated’, by Richard
Dawkins in 1976)

 

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Emme, December 10, 2003

 

mengeled

Act of experimenting on patients without consent, particularly in ways that are harmful or
sadistic. See: “Mengele, doktor Josef”

“My stomach is so bruised I think the doctor mengeled me while I was under
the gas!“

Source: Urban Dictionary

 

Mengele, doktor Josef

Infamous SS doctor who, post WWII, was suddenly accused of serious medical
malpractice while at Auschwitz. Virtually every one of the approximately four million
“Holocau$t survivors” can recall personal encounters with him. Alternatively both
chilling and charming, Mengele usually used his medical skills to instruct new inmates
to queue left, or to queue right, as they arrived by train.

 

 

[Image] Mengele, in the middle.

See: Josef Mengele – the Creation of a Myth

Source: katana, Sep 6, 2017

 

merchant

A jew; particularly of the perfidious, Christ-hating, subversive variety.

Source: TRS Lexicon, Oct 1, 2017.

MGTOW

(1) “Men Going Their Own Way” — A reactionary movement by men who have decided to
avoid getting into “romantic” relationships with women that creates any kind of legal
entanglements. Organized jewry through their anti-family formation “feminist” movement
have created a legal situation where men involved in long-term relationships with women
can be financial and emotional raped by the jewdicial system that heavily favors the
women.

Submitted by: katana, Sept 15, 2017

 

(2) “After being married for 40 years, I took a careful look at my wife one day and
said, “Forty years ago we had a cheap house, a junk car, slept on a sofa bed and
watched a 10-inch black and white TV, but I got to sleep every night with a hot 23-
year-old girl.

Now … I have a $500,000.00 home, a $35,000.00 car, a nice big bed and a large
screen TV, but I’m sleeping with a 63-year-old woman. It seems to me that you’re not
holding up your side of things.”

My wife is a very reasonable woman. She told me to go out and find a hot 23-year-old
girl and she would make sure that I would once again be living in a cheap house,
driving a junk car, sleeping on a sofa bed and watching a 10-inch black and white TV.”

Submitted by: katana, Sept 15, 2017

 

miscegenation, race mixing

Media kike:

“Why do you hesitate my dear? After years of watching our product, haven’t
we instilled enough White guilt to make you leap at this opportunity to make
things right?”

From major release movies to the so-called “Talk Shows” on T.V., the media kikes are
pushing race-mixing like never before. Keep your children safe from the insidious
Hollywood mind pollution! Your race and nation are at stake!!!
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Source: A. Wyatt Mann

Submitted by: katana, Aug 23, 2017.

 

movies, boycott

An old poster by a Christian group warning of the evil influence of International jewry.

Submitted by: katana, Oct 9 2017.

midnight basketball

Any pointless attempt to cure black dysfunction with expensive government projects.

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Jul 30, 2017.

 

mudshark

 

 

(1) A white woman that dates black men, usually because of low self-esteem.
After being beaten up and turned-out again by Rufus, Cindy realized there is a down side
to being a mudshark.

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Steveinoregon May 03, 2006

(2) A mud shark is any white girl who, due to peculiarities in her psyche, dates only black
men. There are two distinct types of mud sharks:

Type I Mud Sharks (the most common) are fat girls with little or no education who,
rather than dating a white guy from the bottom of the heap, go for a mid range or low-end
black man.

Type II Mud Sharks (less common) are good-looking girls (usually blonde) who are
trying to make a statement by dating a black man. Usually type II’s are trying to make
daddy mad.

“Man, yo’ mamma’s so ugly she could be a type I mud shark. How’s your
brother Tyrone doing?“

Source: Urban Dictionary — by The Real Jack Jones January 30, 2007

(3) A white female, who is usually unattractive and overweight, who prefers to have sex
with black gangsters from the ghetto.

“The mudshark was gang banged and gave birth to a little mudskipper.”

Source: Urban Dictionary — by slicksal November 19, 2006

(4) Mud Shark: Noun. A caucasian female who thinks she is black. Traits – Tattoos on
the thighs and/or neck region. Tight spiral curls hairsprayed to the forehead. Fluent in
Ebonics. Tends to move head side to side and snap fingers while speaking. Always cusses
and swears in every sentence. Avid fan of rap/hip-hop music. Can be found walking the
emergency lanes on major highways.

“There’s that Mud Shark hitchhiking again… With a bottle of gin in her hand
and a cigarette in her mouth. HOLLA!”

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Drew Dat Brees June 21, 2012

(5) (noun) A dump taken in the ocean.

See: Speckled Corn Trout, Brown Tarpon, Speckled Cornfish

“I ate a big breakfast, drank too much coffee, and when I was out on the
boat later, I had to take a dump… so, I jumped in the water and let loose a
huge mud shark.”

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Jeffrey Lebowski, Jr. January 22, 2007

muh dik

The most important possession a nigger buck has. Used to rape White wimminz, spread
venereal diseases, and create new shitlets for welfare mammies. A condom is never used
on this device.

After having sex with the sow nigger the buck nigger axed:

“BITCH what’s wrong wif muh dik!”

Source: Urban Dictionary — by boneesha June 28, 2008

 

mulatto

A Mulatto is a person who has both Subsaharan and European ancestry. It is a term
formerly common in the USA. It is common for African-Americans to have some small
part of White ancestry, though usually it is not enough to make them mulatto. If they get
enough non-African ancestry, then their hair changes from the standard African frizzy to
curly.

The politically-correct term for a person of mixed race today is “biracial”.

The term “mulatto” is often derived from the Portuguese and Spanish word mulato, which
itself is derived from mula, or mule (from Old Spanish; from Latin mūlus). This draws an
analogy to the mule, which is the hybrid offspring of a horse and a donkey.

 

 

Terms

Mulatto technically referred to someone half-black and half-White [50% black]. Often it
referred unspecifically to someone with any black and White ancestry.

Quadroon [25% black] usually referred to someone with three White grandparents and
one black grandparent. A quadroon has a biracial (mulatto) parent (black and White) and
one White parent.

Octoroon [12.5% black] referred to someone with one great-grandparent who is of full
black-African descent and seven great-grandparents who are White.

Quintroon [6.25% black] is a rarely used term that refers to a person who is of one-
sixteenth Negro ancestry. A quintroon has one parent who is an octoroon and one White
parent.

Hexadecaroon, also meaning one-sixteenth Negro, is a less common term for the same
ethnic mix. Mestee was also used for a person with less than one-eighth Negro ancestry.

Source: http://en.rightpedia.info/w/Mulatto

 

 

N
 

nazi

(1) A person who disagrees with a libtard.

(2) Someone who thinks that maybe Hitler did some good things, like;

(a) made the trains run on time.

(b) got rid of parasites.

(c) turned Germany into an economic super power.

Submitted by: katana, Aug 6, 2017.

 

negromobile

Any souped out/pimped up car with a loud stereo system, especially base to annoy the
living shit out of everyone in a 5 mile radius; makes good target practice in the wrong
neighborhoods to get it’s tires shot out.

“Hear about Diesel’s ride, man?“
“Nah man what happen?“
“Left his negromobile run idle outside to make a drug deal, and that mofo got
shot to shit.“

 

Source: Urban Dictionary.

Submitted by: tsnamm, Jul 6, 2018.

 

 

negrotiator

(1) A “Social Justice Warrior” that takes it upon themselves to interpret negro behaviour.

(2) Police firearms.

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Jul 30, 2017.

 

 

neighbour

A word that starts with “N” and ends with “R” that you never want to call a black person.
Source: Irish Savant, Aug 6, 2017.

 

 

NEPA

“North European Pavement Ape“
Source: Tony Hayers, Nov 30, 2017.
 

neo-cohen

A jew. Also called; neoconservative, neocon.

Source: katana, Oct 1, 2017.

 

 

newspeak

 

“Newspeak” is the fictional language in George Orwell’s novel, “1984”. It is a controlled
language created as a tool to limit freedom of thought, and concepts that pose a threat to
the regime such as freedom, self-expression, individuality, and peace. Any form of thought
alternative to the party’s construct is classified as “thoughtcrime“.

Source: http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/Nineteen_Eighty-Four

 

niggeritus

A disease infecting co-workers with extreme laziness and sloth, making them avoid
productive work at any cos.

Submitted by: tsnamm, Mar 17, 2022

 

 

niggerus Americanus

The North American porch monkey, pavement ape, and various other sub-species as well.

Submitted by: tsnamm, Jul 30, 2017

 

 

nibba

An “inoffensive” way of saying “nigga“.

Submitted by: katana, Dec 31, 2017

 

nigger

(1) A term that is “racist“, as long as the speaker of it is not black. Forbidden on most all of
television and other forms of public entertainment, at times referenced to as the “n-word“.
However, “cracker“, a racist term against Whites, is a completely acceptable term used in
any context of any national broadcast, … hmm.

White man: I would like to know why “cracker” and, ahem, “nigger” are not equally
forbidden? (white man is put on trial for racist slander)
— Scooby King February 27, 2005

Source: Urban Dictionary

 

(2) Obsolete farm equipment.

 

(3) My 8th grade BLACK teacher defined it for us on the first day of school.

“Something or someone that is unable to learn, cooperate, or function
correctly.“

Example:

“My locker is being a nigger today.“

— nickee December 20, 2006

Source: Urban Dictionary

Submitted by: katana, Jul 31, 2017.

 

nigglet

(1) One member out of a group of black children, aka, nigglets running completely wild
like a pack of rabid dogs. They dress like junior gangstas, and their vocabulary is generally
limited to grunting sounds, foul language and reciting rap lyrics. Usually found in a ghetto
neighborhood fighting each other for a dollar and/or harassing anyone unfortunate
enough to be passing by, they also are fond of boarding city buses (being totally disruptive
and nasty to anyone unfortunate enough to have paid for the ride), and from time-to-time
going downtown to steal from local businesses. Nigglets also perform sneaky gremlin-like
acts of petty destruction such as keying cars, breaking windows and glass bottles, defacing
property, etc.

“We were driving down the street minding our own business,
when a group of black kids, wearing oversized t-shirts and
headbands, came running behind our car.”

“They were screaming and throwing garbage at us as Bob the
driver said, “Uh-oh, here come the nigglets.”

Source: Urban Dictionary — by bob the driver September 30, 2007

 

(2) A young nigger. A cross between the words nigger and piglet. Usually born addicted to
crack and bearing names like “Jamal” or “Shaniqa“.
Los Angeles is a major habitat for niggers and their nigglet offspring.

Source: Urban Dictionary — by MANIMAL69 June 12, 2008

 

(3) A black child who fucks over the white race.

Son: “That nigglet stole my bike Dad!”

Dad: “Well grab your gun and go shoot down that fucking porch monkey
and get your bike back”

Son: “OK dad! I’ll go grab my glock and go bust a cap in that spearchuckers
ass!”

Dad: “That’s the spirit!”

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Punkrock Mike January 23, 2008

 

nirvana fallacy

 

 

In February of 2015, this writer [Andrew Anglin] criticized the YouTuber Sargon of
Akkad for blaming political correctness, rather than race, for the Pakistani rape gangs
which operated for decades with impunity in Rotherham, England. Akkad responded to
the criticism, with a video attacking me and defending Pakistani immigration to the UK. In
it, he cited several fallacies found on Wikipedia, including the “Nirvana Fallacy,” saying
that this particular fallacy meant that if these girls had not been drugged, gang-raped and
trafficked by Pakistani men, “White British men” would have done it!

(It was implied that it would have happened in the exact same way, to the same girls, by
Whites, making it appear as though he was presenting some type of metaphysical concept
relating to divine predestination.)

Since then, this writer and others have jokingly reminded people whenever a terrorist
attack, gang-rape, mass sex attack, or plain old brutal murder is committed by an
immigrant or a Black that if they hadn’t done it, White British men would have.

For example:

“If a North African Moslem wouldn’t have run over those people in Nice for
Allah, a White British man would have”

or

“If a gang of Blacks hadn’t kidnapped that that 17-year-old White girl in
Myrtle Beach and gang-raped her for days before shooting her and feeding
her to alligators, White British men would have.”

The meme is designed to mock the ridiculousness of the liberal/ progressive/SJW/Jew
assertion that all races are exactly the same.

Source:The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right Aug 31, 2016.

 

normie

 

“Normie” is a term used to refer to individuals who have not yet joined the Alt-Right,
remaining trapped in the mental-prison of the jewish system. These people are viewed as
being incapable of objectively processing information, and will instead revert to
programmed slogans whenever they are presented with ideas that conflict with their
synthetic value system.

Source: The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

NPC

“Non-Player Character” is a disparaging term used to describe normie, conformist
individuals, like a nominal character in a video game programmed to have a standard
response to events.
The meme rose in popularity in September 2018 when a 4chan user posted a gray, pointy-
nosed variation of the Wojak (or Feels Guy) meme

Submitted by: katana, Nov 29, 2020.

 

 

O
 

 

oil driller

A White male who has sexual relations with black females.

Not common as most Whites males find black females repulsive as sexual partners. This is
borne out by FBI statistics that showed that while over 30,000 White females where raped
the number of black females raped by White males was alsmost zero.

Submitted by: katana, Dec 8, 2017.

 

orgjew

An abbreviation for “Organized jewry”

Submitted by: katana, May 17, 2020.

 

ORION

“Our Race Is Our Nation”

Submitted by: katana, Oct 14, 2017.

 

ovens
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Normies will refer those they disagree with vehemently as “Fascists” or “Nazis.” Fascists
and Nazis like us need a word as powerful as those, and that word is “Oven.” “Put ’em in
the oven!” — Guy Fieri

Source: TRS Lexicon, Oct 1, 2017.

 

oven worthy

Anything that would be substantially improved by immediate incineration.

Source: TRS Lexicon, Oct 1, 2017.

 

 

overton window, the

Click image to enlarge

 

An analogy comparing the restricted view of looking out of a window to that of the
restricted range of political ideas that are accepted by most of the public. If the “window”
shifts to the Right then that reflects a shift in public opinion to the Right. The analogy was
introduced in the 90s by Joseph P. Overton (1960–2003) who worked for a libertarian
think tank, the Mackinac Center for Public Policy, in Michigan, USA.

Source: katana, Nov 3, 2017. 

Oy or Oy vey!

(Yiddish). An interjection of grief, pain, or horror.

 

 

P
 

pathological altruism

(1) A term used by some as a way to shift blame away from organized jewish machinations
to destroy Whites, by calling the effects “pathological altruism“, that is, a form of suicidal
behavior. In fact, Whites are being brainwashed by jjews to accept the importation of non-
Whites into White countries.

Source: katana, Jul 29, 2017.

 

(2) is a jew-promoted theory that blames White people for the Jew-promoted
demographic genocide of White people. It is promoted by jewish infiltrators in the alt
right as a way to hide the Jewish Question.

The theory asserts that White people simply cannot help destroying themselves in an
attempt to help non-Whites because White people have such a huge degree of
empathy. And while it is true White people have higher average empathy than other
races, empathy is not the problem for this. All people genetically prefer their own
kind. The problem is most White people are conformist cucks (example: the masses of
White people voting for Ted Cruz, Bernie Sanders, Hillary Clinton) who cannot think
for themselves and believe all the Jewish Cultural Marxist propaganda that’s been fed
into society since before the 20th century.

The reality is White people do not have a genetic pathological altruism. The reality is
most white people have been brainwashed by Jewish Marxist programming, which
starts from an early age such as the Teletubbies. Before Jews ran the media, White
pathological altruism and White guilt never happened. White people used to support
their own and not support other groups. That is in their nature and changed through
jewish control.

Source: http://en.rightpedia.info/w/Pathological_altruism

 

Pavlov’s pinkos

leftists who are unable to think for themselves and just react like the dogs in Pavlovs
famous experiment, to any right wing ideas.

Source: shabbygoy [Morgoth’s Review], Nov 7, 2017.

 

peak negro (macro)

The phenomenon in which the black population of a city reaches a proportion that causes
white flight to increase to the point of eliminating the city’s tax base. Democrats are
elected, then Black democrats are elected, then, Mogadishu ensues. See: Detroit,
Baltimore, Ferguson.

Source: TRS Lexicon, Oct 1, 2017.

 

peak negro (micro)

When out in public, the phenomenon in which enough blacks congregate to set off the
negro’s internal instinct to lash out violently at his strange surroundings.

Source: TRS Lexicon, Oct 1, 2017.

Pepe

 

 

Pepe is by far the most covered meme in this media storm which has taken place around
the Alt-Right. He is a cartoon frog, who has served as the movement’s mascot.

Pepe became the mascot (he wasn’t “chosen” by anyone, except the meme-mob, which is
everyone) because he embodies the goal of couching idealism within irony. A movement
which meets all of the SPLC’s definitions of Neo-Nazi White Supremacism using a cartoon
frog to represent itself takes on a subversive power to bypass historical stereotypes of such
movements, and thus present the ideas themselves in a fun way without the baggage of
Schindler’s List and American History X.

Source:The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

piano, jewish

A cash register. Specifically, a large, old-fashion bronze cash register that rings bells when
you press the keys.

From the proverbial, stereotypical notion that the sound of money is music to a Jew’s ears.

“Schlomo played the Jewish Piano and congratulated his customer on his
smart purchase.”

 

Source: urban Dictionary — Cap’n Bullmoose May 03, 2005

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Jul 30, 2017.

 

Pseudo-science

Science

Submitted by: Irish Savant, Aug 6, 2017.

 

POC

People of Color. Used mainly in the USA to describe a person who is not White.

Submitted by: katana, Aug 10, 2017

 

POS

Piece of Shit. Used to describe something or someone that you consider a “piece of shit“.

Submitted by: katana, Aug 17, 2017

POZ

Being zapped with AIDs by a homosexual male on purpose.

“You got AIDS? Lol, you got pozzed.“

To become HIV-positive due to purposeful infection from a gay HIV+ man.

Submitted by: tony hayers, Jul 29, 2017.

 

“I always thought ‘pozzed’ was slang for Jewish influenced.“

Submitted by: British Activism, Jul 29, 2017.

 

pilpul

 

 

Source: Thottie, Feb 6, 2018.

 

Q
 

queer

 

(1) Just another word for homosexual people.

Queer: Hey! Can I suk your dik!?
Straight guy: Get the fuk away from me you freak!! God I hate queers!!

Source: Urban Dictionary — by shut the fuck up!!!!!! July 30, 2009

(2) Anything unusual, such as dropping the soap in the prison shower and having an oily
and wet penis inserted into your orifice.

“Golly! Someone has inserted a slippery phallus into my rectum, what a
queer predicament I have found myself in.“

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Gumba Gumba August 04, 2004
(3) It only means “odd“. A lot of people think it means “fag” or “gay“, but it really doesn’t.
People need to get their fucking facts straight before they go off and use a word.

“It’s December, but warm outside. That’s queer.”

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Kelly December 13, 2004

 

 

R
 

race traitor, portrait of

The standard look of today’s White youth: Jamican style “nigger-locks“, “John Lennon”
spectacles, trendy multiple piercings, wispy “anarchist” beard, “rap nigger” hand
gestures, “racism sucks” tattoo, well-worn paperback bio of Malcolm X (optional),
squishy “peace-nik” T-shirt slogan, ultra baggy gang-styled shorts, and floppy nigger
sports shoes.

 

 

Source: A. Wyatt Mann

Submitted by: katana, Aug 23, 2017.

 

racism

 

(1) The most successful political coinage in the history of the world is racism, a term that
is fair odds to produce the genocide of the fair race by means of intimidating it out of
defending itself.

Racism appears to refer to certain views held by Whites, but upon closer inspection, it is
simply a hate term for the entire White race. Since jews control the media, and since they
are loxists, they can speak in ostensibly neutral language, or in codes, rather than admit
what they are doing directly. The following are but some of the terms anti-White jews,
loxists, use to describe themselves and their activities. Rather than frankly admit they hate
whites and seek their destruction, jews refer to themselves/their activities as:

human rights
anti-fascist
democratic

All these have one meaning: reducing the scope, dignity and political power of the White
man. Taking from him whatever can be taken, turning it over to jews and the mud
majority – and spitting on the White man in thanks. Jews pervert or invent whichever
terms they require to hide the fact that they and the coloreds they use to despoil white
society are feeding on our race, while occasionally lifting their bloody jaws from our
carcass long enough to stream out a few insults.

Source — Alex Linder:https://vnnforum.com/showthread.php?t=103861

 

(2) A thing which does not subordinate White interests to those who hate us.

Source: shaunantijihad — Aug 26, 2017

 

racist

A person who does not subordinate themselves or White interests to non-White racists
who hate us.

Source: shaunantijihad — Aug 26, 2017

 

rap

(1) A form of popular music developed especially in African-American urban communities
and characterized by spoken or chanted rhyming lyrics with a syncopated, repetitive
rhythmic accompaniment.

(2) Mis-spelling of “crap”.

(3) A cacophany of terrible sounds pretending to be music. The opposite of rock.

“I thought 50 cent was the price tag and I was still outraged.”

Source: Urban Dictionary — Coombop February 26, 2008

 

rapefugee

A refugee who rapes people. Usually referred to the Muslim refugees pouring into Europe.

“Rape has increased in number in Europe thanks to rapefugees.“

Source: Urban Dictionary — by peterpiperpickedpeckpepper November 22, 2016

 

ratchet

Ghetto fashion style or behaviour, most commonly associated with Sheboons (hair hat
hooligans) . Derived from the mispronunciation of wretched.

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Jul 30, 2017.

 

reading the phone book

A method of debate or argument where unnecessary, irrelevant detail, or facts, are
introduced in order to sound more authoritative and knowledgable.

Submitted by: katana, Sep 3, 2017.

 

Red holocaust, the

The Red Holocaust is a term used to describe the collective crimes carried out by the
ideologues and functionaries of international Marxian communism. The campaigns of
Red Terror and genocide against the nations of the world, consist of numerous different
Holocausts, in different locations, with specific characteristics.

Some of the best know large scale manifestations of this are the Holodomor of Lazar
Kaganovich, the Great Chinese Famincide of Mao and the Killing Fields of Pol Pot.
According to a work by Harvard University, there had been at least 94 million victims by
the turn of the century, though direct atrocities continue up to this day in parts of the
world.

Cause and responsibility for the crimes has been attributed to the ideologues who made
them possible and defined their praxis; particulary Karl Marx (author of the
Communist Manifesto), Vladimir Lenin and Leon Trotsky. Communism was
created mostly by Jews, after the Marxists usurped the socialist movement in the late 19th
century.

Most of the victims, have been Europeans and East Asians, through all gentile races
suffered. The system has also included extreme persecution of religious, notably
Christians, Buddhists and Mohammedans. Common methods to execute this has included
artifical famine, forced enlistment in communist wars, direct killings through shooting,
lynching, various sadistic methods by commissars and their functionaries and killing in
Bolshevistic death camps.

Source: http://en.rightpedia.info/w/Red_Holocaust

red pill

(1) The Red Pill is a metaphorical term used to describe the epiphany of the unpleasant
truth of reality in a wide range of contexts. Originally introduced as a crucial plot device in
the 1999 science fiction film The Matrix, the term has gained widespread usage online
among the Alt-Right and other advocates of alternative views in defense of their  beliefs
and proselytism of new adherents. Conversely, the term “blue pill” is used to describe the
act of choosing blissful ignorance over the harsh truth.

Source: http://knowyourmeme.com/memes/red-pill

 

(2) The “red pill” is the knowledge that we are being lied to by the institutions that we
have been taught to trust, e.g., our government, the media, education system, etc. A “red
pilled” person is someone who has come to understand the truth that we have been
deceived, especially concerning one or more of the following subjects:
 

a) Race is real and that the abilities and characteristics of the major races all vary.
Negros behave the way they do because they are negros.

b) Gender difference are real and that the abilities and characteristics of the two
genders wary (duh!).

c) The official history of the World Wars is the opposite of the truth.

d) The “Holocaust” never happened, as officially given, i.e., there wa no plan to
exterminate jews, there were no gas chambers, and six million jews were not
murdered.

e) Understands the Jewish Question/Problem (J.Q Awareness) and how organized
jewry is destroying our societies.

f) 911 was a false flag carried out by Organized jewry.
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Source: katana, Dec 6, 2017.

 

 

remove kebab

Legendary accordion song from the Bosnian conflict era.

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Jul 30, 2017.

 

rent seeking

Leveraging identity politics and victim status to extract wealth from the productive.

Source: TRS Lexicon, Oct 1, 2017.

revisionism, “Holocaust”

 

Facts about “holocaust” revisionism.

 

Revisionists DO NOT DENY:

(a) Jews were persecuted, deprived of civil rights; deported, herded into ghettos; put to
forced labor; died for a great number of reasons (epidemics, malnutrition, diseases,
mistreatment); the treatment of Jews could have been unjust;

(b) The existence of concentration camps and crematoria in concentration camps; the
victims of the war their dignity; to show compassion for the victims; that other minorities,
political dissenters, communists and Gypsies were also persecuted.

 

Revisionists AFFIRM:

There was NO PLAN to murder all Jews; Jews were NOT murdered systematically; there
were NO gas chambers used for mass murder; six million Jews DID NOT die in the
“Holocaust”.

Source: http://en.rightpedia.info/w/Revisionism

 

ritual defamation

[Click image to enlarge]

 

The systematic attempt to harm a person through the destruction of their reputation,
status, character or standing in the community by wrongful, unfair, or malicious speech or
publication. Jewish organizations such as the American ADL and its equivalents in other
countries, specialize in defaming anyone who criticizes organized jewish criminality.

Submitted by: katana, 30th Jul, 2017

 

Russian revolution

The invasion and conquest of the Russian people by organized jewry starting in 1917.

 

 

S
 

Sam Hyde

 

Sam Hyde is a comedian, who has dedicated his life to viciously mocking the Alt-Right and
other right-wing groups.

At some point, someone on Twitter got the idea of posting the image of “White
Supremacist Sam Hyde” as an announcement of a shooter’s identity during a mass
shooting or terrorist event. The concept was to mock the Jewish media’s assumption that
whenever a killing happens, the culprit is White, despite the fact that this is almost never
true. The rule proved true, as repeatedly, the media would retweet and even publish
reports based on the tweets.

During the Black Lives Matter protests at Mizzou, this writer managed to convince tens
of thousands of Black people that Sam Hyde was a KKK leader on campus lynching
Blacks. This writer was permanently banned from Twitter for this particular stunt.

Source:The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

Semitophobia

Fear of the Jewish Power Cabal.

“The greatest mass fear in the US is not Islamophobia. It’s not homophobia.
It’s not even xenophobia. It’s Semitophobia. Fear of the Jewish Power
Cabal. No other group comes close at provoking as much fear in almost the
entirety of the population as Jews. Even the slightest suggestion that
anyone is saying anything mildly questionable about Jews causes cold
sweats, shortness of breath, hair to stand on end, muscles to clench, and all
the other physical reactions that reveals the triggering of a psycho-social
taboo. It’s actually a suppressed terror that amounts to a kind of paralysis.

So thoroughly has this fear reaction been implanted in the populace by
means of Jewish Supremacist-owned and operated mass media, education
curriculum, entertainment industries’ myth making apparatus,
government propaganda, and other influences, that it is all but universal.
Small pockets of people may express some ‘anti-semitism’ among
themselves in private where it is relatively safe, but few dare publicly
where they might be overheard. ‘Anti-semitism’ is almost thoroughly
suppressed by Semitophobia.”

Source: The Occidental Observer – Karl Haemers — April 2, 2020

 

sexual market value (SMV)

(1) The flower of female beauty does not bloom for long and women become
comparatively less attractive than men as they age. These empowered “Sex in the City”
types are heading for the life of an embittered cat lady, unable to attract a decent man, in
their late thirties and beyond. They’d better be self sufficient, because that will be their
only option. By contrast, young women are comparatively much more attractive than
young men and can have their pick of high quality partners.

Women would be well advised to make finding and securing a good husband the primary
focus of their late teens and twenties. Our ancestors knew this. It has been the received
wisdom for millennia, but it has been (((educated))) out of us in the last few decades so we
are now required to relearn it.

Source: Gentleman Jim Crow from Morgoth’s Review, Aug 26, 2017.

 

(2) Sex Market Value, or SMV is a measure of desirability for sex in the eyes of a person
from the opposite sex.

SMV of a Man

The SMV of a man is primarily determined by his income, status, physical fitness and
personality. All alpha males have high SMV. A beta can also achieve high SMV by
learning “Game“.

The SMV of a man has strong longevity. During his early youth, physical fitness and
appearance constitutes most of his SMV. As he ages these factors weaken but his
income and societal status may have increased, possibly leading his SMV to new
heights.

Therefore the SMV of a man can be significantly altered based on his actions in life.
Alternatively speaking, a man can achieve high SMV.

SMV of a Woman

The SMV of a woman is solely determined by her physical beauty and age.

To further clarify, the following does NOT increase a woman’s SMV.

Education — Since education does not increase sexual satisfaction of her male partner,
therefore education does not increase SMV.

Career / Status — Since career or work place status does not increase sexual
satisfaction of her male partner, therefore education does not increase SMV.

Experience — While being sexually experienced may increase the physical pleasure of
her male partner, being sexually inexperienced actually increases satisfaction. In
particular, most men consider having sex with virgins a highly prized achievement. In
some cultures t is not unusual for girls to auction their virginity to the highest bidder.

The SMV of a woman rises from puberty and peaks around mid 20’s, then declines
noticeably after she turn 30. She is said to have then “hit the wall“.

Therefore the SMV of a woman is given by birth and her achievements in life does
little to increase it.

It is also noteworthy that a previously attractive woman going into her 30’s will have
an SMV comparable to a mediocre girl in her early 20’s.

Source: http://mgtow.wikia.com/wiki/Sex_Market_Value

 

shabbos goy

Originally, a non-Jew who does work on Sabbath that a Jew cannot do. In modern times, it
is a non-Jew who toadies to the every wish and whim of the Jews, especially in politics, or
a non-Jew who is heavily supportive of Israel.

“Rabbi Weisenberg thinks that Bush is the ultimate shabbos
goy. He’s a goyish Menachem Begin, with God on his lips all the
time. He’s “Good for Jews™””

Source: Urban Dictionary — by 111 July 23, 2006

 

sheboon

 

(1) Racist slang term for black woman,usually obese and loud-mouthed.

“Check out the huge ass on that sheboon!”

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Bastard! November 03, 2007

 

(2) Racist term for an African American woman. Combination of “She” and “Baboon”

“She was screaming “Lawsy! Lawsy!” when the police took her
away. No White woman would do that. It had to be a sheboon”

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Ritzy Cracker November 30, 2010

 

sheenie shenanigans

The more banal, small, Jewish subversive activities. Also useful for when one suspects
Jewish mischief, e.g.:

“I shmell sheenie shenanigans!”

Submitted by: Dandelo disintegrates, Jul 30, 2017.

 

shitlord

 

 

The term “shitlord” was allegedly used initially by SJWs as an insult to racists and
misogynists. I don’t personally remember it as an insult, however, given that it was so
quickly taken on by the Alt-Right and used as a term of endearment and pride. This is an
example of Alinsky’s instruction to own insults and thus remove their power (another
example would be what happened when the Clinton campaign tried to popularize the
#DangerousDonald meme).

Source: The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

shoahed

Used to describe the actions taken by organized jewry, or their goy lackies, to shut down a
web site, YouTube channel, etc., because they are “offended” that some truth, that they
would like to see suppressed, is being expressed. Derived from “Shoah“, the alternative
jewish name for their “Holocaust” myth.

Submitted by: katana, Sep 19, 2017.

 

sreggin

A species of humans imported and used by orgjew as a bio-weapon against Whites.

Source: katana, Dec 11, 2020.

 

status signalling

Expressing a moral stance or engaging in moralistic behavior primarily to demonstrate
that you are superior to most people and fit for acceptance in liberal social circles. Usually
shortened to simply “signalling.”

Source: TRS Lexicon, Oct 1, 2017.

SJW

(1) A “social justice warrior” (SJW) is a term for a Leftist activist that first appeared in the
2010s on the Internet (especially Tumblr).

SJW means the same thing as Leftist activist and although SJW is considered derogatory,
it is still a euphemism. Cultural Marxist activists often branch out into terrorism because
they are just a continuation of the old Bolshevik terrorists, paid protestors, and imported
phony Communist revolutionaries of the 20th century.

These people like to do terrorist attacks, bomb threats, death threats, stalking, getting
people fired, harassing family members, pathological lying with multiple Big Lies, and
abuse the legal system to attack their victims. SJWs also use hired mobs to attack political
opponents such as the ones paid by George Soros, to attack Donald Trump rallies.

This is standard Communist stuff and even Julius Streicher mentioned the Communists
doing this in Austria and Germany back in the 1910s.

SJWs have also attacked very mild groups such as the Council of Conservative
Citizens. The police don’t care because the victims are White — if the victims were jewish,
then all the government would come after them.

The SJWs are the book burners and the enemies of freedom. Modern book-burning is
doing things like censoring books on websites such as Amazon.com and how YouTube
removes all videos that expose the truth about jews.

Source:http://en.rightpedia.info/w/Social_justice_warrior, Sep 19, 2017

(2) An “Injustice” warrior. A person claiming to be wanting “social justice” while in
practice creating injustice by persecuting anyone who disagrees with their jewified world
view taught to them by their jewish, or jewish inspired, university commisars.

Source: katana, Nov 23, 2017

 

SWPL

The kind of person parodied on the “Stuff White People Like” blog. Liberal, white
hipster *********s. Pronounced “swipple” in singular, “sweeple” in plural.

Source: TRS Lexicon, Oct 1, 2017.

 

synagogue, the

The ruling caste of the Western world. The men who mold the narrative and direct the
society’s “progress.” Named for it’s over-representation of Merchant, as well as a means to
criticize Mencius Moldbug, half-Merchant blogger who chooses to use “Cathedral” as a
means to describe the same concept.

Source: TRS Lexicon, Oct 1, 2017.

Syrian refugee

An economic invader from Africa or Pakistan, or anywhere except Syria, imported by
jewish organizations to destroy Europe.

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Jul 30, 2017.

 

 

T
 

talmudvision

Name for the television that emphasizes the “goy” hating, Talmud inspired jews who
control and use television to brainwash Whites to further the jews’ agenda of creating a
JWO.

 

See also “electric jew”.

Source: katana, Sep 6, 2017.

 

TANSTAAFL

(1) “There Ain’t No Such Thing As A Free Lunch”

Uses of the phrase dating back to the 1930s and 1940s have been found, but the phrase’s
first appearance is unknown. The “free lunch” in the saying refers to the nineteenth-
century practice in American bars of offering a “free lunch” in order to entice drinking
customers.

The phrase and the acronym are central to Robert Heinlein’s 1966 science-fiction novel
The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress, which helped popularize it.

Source: Wikipedia;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/There_ain%27t_no_such_thing_as_a_free_lunch

 

(2) The acronym is used as a handle for the man behind the excellent Age of Treason
website, with this description:

“A pro-White perspective on jewish influence and the tendency
toward treason it inspires.

Stop immigration. Eject the invaders. Hang the
traitors.“

Submitted by: katana, Jul 30, 2017.

 

teen/youth

Mediaspeak for black criminal or rioters of any age.

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Jul 30, 2017.

 

The CAMBS

“Treblinka, Chelmo, Auschwitz, Majdanek, Belzac and Sobibor.”  A useful
mnemonic for remembering the names of the labor/transit camps that jjews propagandize
as “extermination camps“.

 

Submitted by: katana, Aug 17, 2017.

 

THOT

An acronym for “That Ho Over There“.

A woman who pretends to be the type of valuable female commodity who rightfully earns
male commitment—until the man discovers that she’s just a cheap imitation of a “good
girl” who is good only for mindless sex, not relationships or respect.
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girl” who is good only for mindless sex, not relationships or respect.

If women are products, then thots are cheap goods. More than that, they’re knockoffs: low-
quality merchandise that attempts to masquerade as luxury items.

They generally dress in cheap clothing, try to act like they’re better than they really are, or
think they’re not trashy but high class when they’re nothing close to classy. They demand
respect, money, gifts, dates but do nothing to deserve any of it because they have no self-
respect, no manners, low self esteem, little education and on top of all that are slutty
because they have no self worth.

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Knoturname January 11, 2017

Submitted by: katana, Dec 11, 2017.

 

TNB

Typical Nigger Behaviour/Bullshit

It is the behaviour of entitlement accompanied by loud obnoxiuos and overall rude
behaviour common to the species.

Submitted by: katana, Aug 12, 2020

 

toxic

= factual. Used by SWJs and lefties to describe ideas or facts that they have no argument
against.

Submitted by: Irish Savant, Sep 6, 2017

 

traitor

 

“A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious. But it cannot survive
treason from within. An enemy at the gates is less formidable, for he is
known and carries his banner openly. But the traitor moves amongst those
within the gate freely, his sly whispers rustling through all the alleys, heard
in the very halls of government itself. For the traitor appears not a traitor; he
speaks in accents familiar to his victims, and he wears their face and their
arguments, he appeals to the baseness that lies deep in the hearts of all men.
He rots the soul of a nation, he works secretly and unknown in the night to
undermine the pillars of the city, he infects the body politic so that it can no
longer resist. A murderer is less to be feared. The traitor is the carrier of the
plague. You have unbarred the gates of Rome to him.”

— A paraphrase, misattrubuted to Cicero, contained in a 1965 essay by
Justice Millard Caldwell.

 

 

[Image by Boatsinker]

Submitted by: katana, Dec 6, 2017

 

transgender

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), published by
the American Psychiatric Association, lists gender dysphoria as a mental illness. The
condition is also sometimes known as: gender identity disorder, gender incongruence or
transgenderism. Contrary to the transgendered people raging, it’s not something that’s
“normal” and these people need therapy rather than surgery.

Jimmy thought he had been born as the wrong gender so he had a sex
change and is now Transgender.

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Skialian January 04, 2014

treason

“Treason never prospers. What’s the reason? For should it
prosper none dare call it treason.”

— Sir John Harrington (August 4, 1561 – November 20, 1612). Also credited with
inventing the first flush toilet which he installed in his country house near Bath in
Somerset, England.

Source: katana, Aug 31, 2017

 

troll

One who posts a deliberately provocative message to a newsgroup or message board with
the intention of causing maximum disruption and argument.

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Alien Entity September 22, 2002

 

 

U
 

ugly woman, an

According to a Russian saying:

 

“There’s no such things an ugly woman, only a shortage of
vodka!”

 

Submitted by: katana, Aug 1o, 2017.

 

useful idiot

Term invented in Soviet Russia to describe people who blindly supported the likes of Lenin
and Stalin while they committed atrocity after atrocity.

Today, it refers to brainwashed liberals and leftists the world over (usually college students
that aren’t necessarily idiots, but just misinformed, naive, and ignorant of facts due to
being indoctrinated with liberal/socialist propaganda through their public education) who
believe … and still defend Communism, the cause of over 100 million deaths to this day.

See also, idiotarian.

“Hundreds of useful idiots gathered at their college campus to
burn American flags, pass out Communist pamphlets that
apologize for Stalin and Mao.“

 

Source: Urban Dictionary — by Dassh December 10, 2003

 

V
 

vibrant

A violent, dangerous area or community. A euphemism used by media and estate agents to
describe areas or communities with non-Whites, especially browns and blacks. Can also be
used to describe a person, especially browns and blacks.

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Jul 30, 2017.

 

vibrant diversity

“Vibrant diversity” and “cultural enrichment” are terms which have been used with a
straight-face by the Jewish establishment to refer to mass non-White immigration into
White countries. The terms have been adopted by the Alt-Right to refer to rapes, mass-
murders, terrorist attacks, etc. committed by non-Whites in White countries.

This is a means to point out that there is literally no tangible benefit, whatsoever, to
bringing primitive third-world people into White countries, as well as the utterly
unfathomable levels of dishonesty used in the promotion of the immigration agenda.

Source: The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

 

W
 

we wuz kangz

Negro speak for “We were Kings!” A condensed version of black historical revisionism.

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Jul 30, 2017.

[Image by Boatsinker]

“We wuz Kangz” is a mockery of the Afrocentric anthropological claim that Blacks are the
descendants ancient Egyptian kings. The phrase is used to mock the ineptitude of Blacks,
and their continued claims that all of their endless failures are the result of White people
oppressing them out of hatred for the color of their skin, rather than an innate biological
incapacity to compete in White society.

Source: The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

White  genocide

“White Genocide” refers to the idea, often supported by the UN’s Genocide
Convention, that flooding White nations with non-Whites amounts to a form of
calculated genocide against a racial group.

The Daily Stormer poster WhiteGenocideTM, who was cited in Hillary Clinton’s Alt-
Right speech, was retweeted by Donald Trump, thus propelling the term into popular
consciousness. Regrettably, there seems to be some confusion as to what the term means,
with some (Clinton included, apparently) seemingly believing it is a call for Whites to
commit a genocide(s), rather than drawing attention to the fact a genocide is being
committed against us.

Source: The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

White guilt 

A feeling among most Whites that they are somehow responsible for all that is bad in the
world. Caused by a lifetime of brain-washing through jewish control of the media,
education, political system, etc., designed to weaken Whites’ ability to resist their racial
and cultural dispossession by the jewish engineered invasion of White countries by non-
Whites.

Source: katana, Sep 6, 2017.

 

White jew

“Beware of the White jew, the traitor to his own people and country.”

– English Proverb

“There are white jews [i.e., Gentiles who are as bad as jews].

Sure, there are enough dirty dogs among us, even if they are Germans, who
use immoral methods to oppress their own ethnic and blood comrades.

But why do you call them White jews? That assumes there is something in
the jewish nature that is inferior and contemptible.

That is exactly what we think. Why do you ask us why we are opponents of
the jews when you are one, too, without realizing it?”

– Dr. Joseph Goebbels, Why Do We Oppose The Jews?

Submitted by: An English Gent – Sep 21, 2022.

 

women’s health

Abortion and contraception

Submitted by: Irish Savant, Aug 5, 2017.

 

World War Jew

A more accurate label for World War Two (and One).

Submitted by: katana, Sep 15, 2017

 

 

X
 

X-box

An entertainment devised for the unwashed masses where every four or five years they put
an X in a box next to the name of the selected politician they least hate. Winners of the
“least hated politician” award then win a few years off work and a free house.

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Aug 24, 2017.

 

 

Y
 

yentob

A corporate employee with a vast salary but no apparent skill or function.

Submitted by: Wandervogel, Jul 30, 2017.

 

Yiddish Empire

An alternative term for the British Empire, that recognizes the behind the scenes control
that organized jewry had in the creation and destruction of such empire.

Submitted by: katana, Aug 25, 2017.

 

YKW

An acronym for a euphemism, “You Know Who“, meaning the “jews”.

Submitted by: katana, Aug 16, 2017.

 

youth

See “teen“. PC term for blacks causing mayhem.

Submitted by: CoconutCake, Stormfront, Jul 31, 2017.

 

 

Z
 

ZOG

“Zionist Occupied Government“. All Western countries are ZOG controlled, with the USA
leading the pack.

Submitted by: katana, Jul 31, 2017.

 

The earliest appearance of the term was in 1976 in the article “Welcome to ZOG-
World” by American nationalistEric Thomson. The article stated that:

“ZIONIST: a jew-supremacist or Israel-firster. Most Zionists are not jews, but jew-
stooges who are bribed and/or bamboozled into serving their jewish masters. The
previously-used term for such a critter was “useful idiot” or race-traitor.

OCCUPATION: the status of foreign troops or agents who rule a subject people against
its own interests, on behalf of the alien occupiers.

GOVERNMENT: a minority of individuals who have the authority to shoot the majority
and/or to levy taxes upon them.”

Source:http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/ZOG

 

 

 

Numbers & Symbols
 

 

14
The Fourteen Words:

“We must secure the existence of our people and a future for White
children.”

This is the motto of pro-White activists worldwide and first coined by David Lane.

He also coined the 14 words: “Because the beauty of the White Aryan woman must not
perish from the earth.”

 

 

1984
 

Written by George Orwell (the pen name of Eric Arthur Blair), is an English
dystopian novel about life in a dictatorship as lived by Winston Smith, an intellectual
worker at the Ministry of Truth (news media), and his degradation when he runs afoul of
the political correctness of the totalitarian government of Oceania, the country in which he
lives in the year 1984. Much of the government is based on the reality of life in
(((Communist states))).

 

Nineteen Eighty-Four was written in 1948 and published in 1949 and has been
translated into many languages. The novel’s title, its terms and its language “Newspeak”
and its author’s surname are bywords for personal privacy lost to national state security.
The adjective “Orwellian” denotes totalitarian action and organisation; the phrase: “Big
Brother is Watching You” connote pervasive, invasive surveillance.

Source: http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/Nineteen_Eighty-Four

 

88
Heil Hitler

“88” stands for the eighth letter of the alphabet, occurring twice to form the initials of
“HH” meaning “Heil Hitler“. It was started as a coded greeting by Waffen-SS veterans and
sympathizers after WWII during the “de-nazification” of Europe.

Another usage is the titled “88 precepts” written by David Lane. It should be noted that
not everyone who uses the “88” as a greeting, closing or signature, is necessarily aligned
with all Nazi principles; but many use the numbers as a statement of solidarity with pro-
White conscious individuals and also as a short and emphatic total rejection of the
practices espoused by “one-world“, jew/communist and race-mixing governmental
sponsors and idealists.

Source: Stormfronthttps://www.stormfront.org/forum/t407182/?
postcount=2#post4944653
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Organized jewry Did 9/11

The 11th of September, 2001, when organized jewry carried out the false flag attacks on the
World trade Center and the Pentagon building. This was then used to justify the jewish
War OF Terror against Middle Eastern countries and the ever growing police state in
Western countries.

Source — katana, 30th Jul, 2017

 

1488
Combines The Fourteen Words with Heil Hitler.

Source — katana, Aug 21, 2017

 

“1488” is an old skinhead and White Nationalist battle-cry. “14” refers to the 14 words
coined by David Lane:

“We must secure the existence of our people and a future for white children.”

With 88 being an 88 word paragraph from Adolf Hitler’s Mein Kampf, volume 1, chapter
8:

“What we must fight for is to safeguard the existence and reproduction of our
race and our people, the sustenance of our children and the purity of our
blood, the freedom and independence of the fatherland, so that our people
may mature for the fulfillment of the mission allotted it by the creator of the
universe. Every thought and every idea, every doctrine and all knowledge,
must serve this purpose. And everything must be examined from this point
of view and used or rejected according to its utility.”

“88” can also mean “Heil Hitler,” as “H” is the 8th letter of the alphabet.

The Alt-Right certainly believes in these principles, but also uses the number ironically – it
is a bit of self-depreciating humor, comparing ourselves to previous incarnations of the
White Nationalist movement which are potentially viewed as low-brow.

Source: The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.
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Source — katana, Aug 21, 2017

 

((( jew name, idea, etc.,)))
 

(1) Triple parentheses/brackets around a name, idea, event, etc., that is of (((jewish)))
origin. Used to draw attention to the jewishness involved, without explicitly stating it.

From Wikipedia: The use of the “echo” originated from a 2014 episode of The Daily
Shoah, a podcast produced by the alt-right blog The Right Stuff. The podcast includes a
segment known as the “Merchant Minute,” where Jewish names are spoken with a
cartoonish echo effect to single them out. The editors of The Right Stuff explained that the
use of an echo, represented in text using triple parentheses, was an internal meme meant
to symbolize an opinion that the actions of Jews in the past cause their names to “echo
throughout history,” stating in its lexicon that “echoes repeat the sad tale as they
communicate the emotional lessons of our great white sins, imploring us to Never Forget
the 6 GoRillion [sic].” From the inside out, each parenthesis represents perceived Jewish
involvement in harmful media, mass immigration, and global Zionism.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triple_parentheses

 

A couple years ago, The Right Stuff began using a foot-pedal on their podcast to cause the
names of Jews to echo. This was accompanied by the triple parentheses around the names
of Jewish people or organizations. A Chrome app was created which would add the
parentheses around the names of these Jewish people and organizations.

Earlier this year, the symbol was finally recognized by the Jews themselves, and they
attempted to “own it” by voluntarily adding the parentheses to their names on Twitter. It
was bizarre.

Source:The Daily Stormer — A Normie’s Guide to the Alt-Right, Aug 31, 2016.

 

(2) All Jewish surnames echo throughout history. The echoes repeat the sad tale as they
communicate the emotional lessons of our great white sins, imploring us to Never Forget
the 6 GoRillion.

Source: TRS Lexicon, Sept 30, 2017.

 

))) shabbos goy name, idea, etc.,(((
 

Reversed tripple parentheses. The person, idea, etc., that is NOT jewish but is “jew like“.
Used to indicate that something, or someone is “shabbos goy“.

)))shabbos goy(((

Variations indicating uncertainty about someone’s jewishness.:

))(shabos goy, possible jew)((

)((shabos goy, likely jew))(

 

Source: katana, Aug 21, 2017
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Pingback: Updates — Plain List - katana17katana17 (Edit)
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(Edit)

tsnamm says:
March 17, 2022 at 4:40 am (Edit)

Hey Katana, got a fresh one…
Niggeritus-a disease infecting co- workers with extreme laziness and sloth, making
them avoid productive work at any cost.

Reply

admin says:
March 21, 2022 at 10:57 pm (Edit)

Thanks tsnamm!

I’ve entered it.

Reply

An English Gent says:
September 21, 2022 at 9:55 am (Edit)

“Beware of the White Jew, the traitor to his own people and country.” – English
Proverb

White Jew

“There are white Jews [i.e., Gentiles who are as bad as Jews].
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katana17

Sure, there are enough dirty dogs among us, even if they are Germans, who use
immoral methods to oppress their own ethnic and blood comrades.

But why do you call them white Jews? That assumes there is something in the
Jewish nature that is inferior and contemptible.

That is exactly what we think. Why do you ask us why we are opponents of the
Jews when you are one, too, without realizing it?”

– Dr. Joseph Goebbels, Why Do We Oppose The Jews?
(https://research.calvin.edu/german-propaganda-archive/angrif17.htm), Der
Angriff, July 30th, 1928 [Source: “Warum sind wir Judengegner?” Der Angriff.
Aufsätze aus der Kampfzeit (Munich: Zentralverlag der NSDAP., 1935), pp. 329-
331.]

See also:

* Ten Responses to Jewish Lackeys (https://research.calvin.edu/german-
propaganda-archive/responses.htm)
by Kurt Hilmar Eitzen

* Those Damned Nazis (https://research.calvin.edu/german-propaganda-
archive/haken32.htm)
by Joseph Goebbels
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Thanks. You’re a gentleman! Added to list.
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Kippah licker, an English term for a shabbos goy or non-Jewish Zionist (like
Tommy Robinson). A talking head or anyone that doesn’t question the Jewish
narrative out of lying by ommision (like Steven Crowder or Alex Jones).
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Thanks again. You’re a gent! Added to list.
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